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MULTI-MODAL TRANSPORTATION AND MULTI-CRITERIA WALKING (MMTMCW) FOR WAYFINDING AND NAVIGATION SERVICES
Monsak Socharoentum, M.Sc., M.Eng.
University of Pittsburgh, 2014

Existing wayfinding and navigation services are primarily designed to support driving and riding
modes of transportation. They do not provide walking as one mode of transportation in multimodal transportation routes. To address this gap, this dissertation introduces the concept of
Multi-Modal Transportation and Multi-Criteria Walking (MMT-MCW). The premise of MMTMCW is based on the observations that: walking can be performed for other purposes in addition
to travelling to a destination, such as maintaining or improving health; and traveler’s
characteristics and preferences play an important role in determining optimal route choices.
MMT finds candidate routes that include walking plus other modes of transportation such as
driving or riding public transit. MCW recommends a route among those suggested by MMT
whose walking mode of transportation is optimal with respect to a set of criteria. An example
criterion is fastest walking time, for which flat and short routes typically take priority over steep
and longer routes. Another example is exercise, for which steeper and/or longer routes may take
priority.
Methodologies and algorithms for MMT-MCW are developed, discussed, and analyzed.
A prototype wayfinding service and a simulation methodology based on MMT-MCW are
described. The benefits of MMT-MCW are demonstrated through the prototype and the results of
simulating various trip scenarios.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

In this dissertation, we define wayfinding as a computational task that finds an optimal route
given a set of criteria and navigation as a computational task that provides instructions for
following a chosen route in real time. Today, wayfinding and navigation services are widely
available and accessible through various platforms (desktop and mobile). Google, Microsoft,
Yahoo, Apple, and other major IT enterprises are heavily investing in wayfinding and navigation
services. Example wayfinding services are Google Maps1, Bing Maps2, and Yahoo Maps3, and
example wayfinding and navigation services for mobile devices are Google Maps for Android4,
Apple Maps for iOS5, and Maps for Windows Phone6. Wayfinding and navigation services are
also available through stand-alone software on PCs, Web applications, in-car navigation devices,
and, more recently, as mobile applications. Despite much advances, current wayfinding and
navigation services do not provide routes with walking, performed for other purposes (such as to
maintain or improve health) besides merely reaching destinations, plus other modes of
transportation. To enhance the capabilities of current wayfinding and navigation services, the
Multi-Modal Transportation and Multi-Criteria Walking (MMT-MCW) concept, where walking
is one mode and is optimized based on traveler’s characteristics and criteria, is proposed.

1

http://maps.google.com
http://bing.com/maps/
3
http://maps.yahoo.com/
4
http://google.com/mobile/maps/
5
http://apple.com/ios/maps/
6
http://www.windowsphone.com/en-us/store/app/maps/763581b5-5c70-4009-99ce-39d49991039d
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MMT-MCW is a new and advanced wayfinding capability that can be used in current
wayfinding and navigation services. In this dissertation, we distinguish between two modes of
wayfinding: real-time mode and simulation mode. Real-time mode is used when routes are
planned for immediate trips. In this mode, all candidate routes are found and one that best
satisfies the environmental and individual criteria is recommended. Simulation mode is for
evaluating route options by simulating trip scenarios using various origins, destinations, criteria,
preferences,

and

travelers’

characteristics.

The

contributions,

potential

applications,

beneficiaries, and organization of this dissertation are outlined as follows.

1.1 CONTRIBUTIONS

Contributions of this dissertation include:
1.1.1 Development of new wayfinding algorithms that can assist travelers in finding routes
with walking, optimized with respect to various criteria and travelers’ characteristics,
plus other modes of transportation.
1.1.2 Development of a simulation methodology that can assist urban planners, among others,
to evaluate transportation infrastructures in urban areas.

1.2 APPLICATIONS

Potential applications based on the results of this research can be categorized into two groups: (a)
real-time wayfinding services and (b) multi-modal transportation simulations. Example

2

applications of real-time wayfinding services are those that recommend optimal personalized
routes, such as for physical activity, and those that address the mobility needs and preferences of
people with disabilities. Example applications of multi-modal transportation simulations are
evaluation of cities’ transportation infrastructures for various transportation needs and for
walkability of the built environment.

1.3 BENEFICIARIES

The results of this research will benefit:
-

Navigation service developers and providers for implementing and deploying MMTMCW into new generation of navigation services

-

Transportation/traffic engineers for simulating MMT-MCW scenarios to study the
relation between walking and other modes of transportation

-

Urban planners for simulating MMT-MCW scenarios to study walkability of new urban
areas and to design appropriate transportation infrastructures (such as sidewalks, bus
stops, and parking locations) that can better serve various travelers’ characteristics and
preferences

-

Travelers for finding personalized routes, such as those for physical activity purposes,
based on MMT-MCW

3

1.4 ORGANIZATION

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes MMT-MCW
foundation. Chapter 3 discusses MMT-MCW routing. Chapter 4 outlines related works. Chapter
5 describes a prototype MMT-MCW service. Chapter 6 presents and discusses MMT-MCW
simulation. A summary of the dissertation and suggestions for future research are discussed in
Chapter 7.

4

2.0

MMT-MCW FOUNDATION

2.1 DEFINITIONS

In general, transportation refers to a means for carrying passengers or goods from one location to
another. In the context of this dissertation, transportation refers to the traveling of people
between locations by vehicles or on foot. Transportation can be classified into uni-modal, where
only one mode of transportation (e.g., walking, driving) is involved, or multi-modal, where more
than one mode of transportation (e.g., driving and walking) are involved. Trip refers to traveling
from an origin to a destination. Trip can be uni-modal or multi-modal. Path is a possible physical
connection between origin and destination for the purpose of traversing by uni-modal or multimodal transportation. There could be multiple possible paths for a trip, and travellers usually
choose the one they consider optimal based on one or more criteria. Finding an optimal path
requires a network which, in addition to geometry of the infrastructure, contains topology of the
transportation infrastructure (e.g., road, bridge, tunnel, intersection, and sidewalk).
Transportation networks are usually modelled as graphs of nodes and links. Each node
represents a location where travellers must make a traversing decision (e.g., turn left/right, get
on/off vehicle, and switch between modes) and a link connects two nodes representing
traversable passage (e.g., road segment, sidewalk segment). Usually each link is assigned a cost
between its start and end nodes. Example costs are distance, time, expense, air pollution, and
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slope. Transportation networks suitable only for one mode of transportation are uni-modal, and a
multi-modal network is formed by combining different uni-modal networks with designated
existing or new nodes or links for switching between them.
In this dissertation, a multi-modal network is formed by combining a non-vehicular
network (pedestrian network) and a vehicular network. A pedestrian network is a type of
transportation network involving only walking modality. A vehicular network is a type of
transportation network associated with vehicular modalities which include personal cars and
buses. Example vehicular networks are road networks (for personal cars) and bus networks. A
MMT network is modeled by a directed graph

, where

the set of directed links (i, j) connecting node i to node j; i

is the set of nodes and

is

and j  . The directed graph

is

composed of two sub-graphs, one representing a pedestrian network, another representing
vehicular network, and expressed as:
(2.1)
where
respectively;

and

are the graphs of the pedestrian network and the vehicular network,
are the nodes of

and

, and

and

are the links between the

nodes that can be traveled on foot and by vehicles, respectively.
To support passage between

and

, additional nodes (called transfer nodes) that

must exist in both graphs are needed. In case transfer nodes do not exist in

and

, one or

more transfer nodes must be created in both graphs so that they are connected. Figure 2.1 (a)
illustrates two independent graphs

and

. In Figure 2.1 (b), two transfer nodes (nodes 9 and

10) are added to both graphs. Figure 2.1 (c) shows two transfer nodes connecting a number of
existing nodes in each graph. Depicted in Figure 2.1 (d), two additional links (represented by the
dotted double headed arrows) are created to connect between the transfer nodes in
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and

,

respectively. The additional links are called transfer links where they facilitate transfer between
the two graphs. A transfer link can be a directed link, where passage is allowed only in a certain
direction, and an undirected link, where passage is allowed in either direction with the same cost.
Double-headed arrows represent two directed links and indicate that the cost of each direction
(from

to

, and vice versa) can be independent from each other. If only one direction is

allowed, a one-headed arrow is used instead. In this dissertation, bi-directional links are
assumed. Once transfer nodes and transfer links are added,

and

are combined, connecting

the two graphs.

Figure 2.1. Combined multiple graphs

We define “walking transfer node” as a node representing the location where travelers
switch from a pedestrian network to a vehicular network, or vice versa. In multi-modal trips,
walking transfer nodes play an important role as they influence the solution space. For example,
change of one parking lot (as a walking transfer node) to another may result in a different (and
7

desired) solution. With respect to public transportation, the choice of a bus stop (as a walking
transfer node) determines a specific bus route. A walking transfer node can be expressed as:
(2.2)
where

is the set of nodes in a vehicular network
is the set of nodes in the pedestrian network
is the walking transfer node

The expression (2.2) implies that

is considered as a walking transfer node only if it can

be accessed by both walking and the vehicular mode of interest. For example, suppose a traveler
wants to travel from home to a meeting location in downtown by taking three modes of
transportation: driving, walking, and riding. The traveler can drive from home to a parking lot
and then walk to a bus stop to take a bus to the meeting location (assuming walking from the bus
stop to the meeting location is feasible). For driving-walking transfer, a node ( ) representing a
parking lot (which can be reached by car and on foot) is required. For walking-riding transfer, a
node ( ) representing a bus stop (which can be reached on foot and by bus) is required.

2.2 TOPOLOGY BETWEEN NETWORKS

In Section 2.1, transfer nodes and transfer links, which connect the two graphs, were discussed.
This section discusses the connectivity between walking mode and vehicular modes at the
transportation network level. Transfer nodes and transfer links are referred to as inter-modal
nodes and inter-modal links, respectively. Inter-modal nodes represent real-world locations
where travelers switch between different modes of transportation, for example, bus stops for
switching between walking and riding, and parking lots for switching between walking and
8

driving. Inter-modal links connect between inter-modal nodes located in different transportation
networks. As this dissertation is mainly concerned with the interchange between walking and
vehicular modes, inter-modal nodes and inter-modal links are referred to as walking transfer
nodes and walking transfer links, respectively.
Figure 2.2 illustrates three uni-modal networks: road network (for private car), transit
network (for bus), and pedestrian network. Figure 2.2 (a) shows real-world transportation
features, namely road segments, road intersections, and bus stops. Figure 2.2 (b) shows topology
among road intersections of a road network. Road intersections are modeled as nodes and are
connected to each other by directed links. A directed link represents a road segment and relevant
traffic direction of the road segment. A one-way directed link is used to represent one-way traffic
direction. Two-way traffic directions can be represented by either two separate one-way directed
links or a two-way directed link. For simplification, this dissertation uses two-way directed links
to represent two-way traffic directions. Note that in a two-way directed link the cost for each
direction does not have to be the same. Figure 2.2 (c) shows a transit network that represents four
bus routes (B1, B2, B3, and B4) and their associated bus stops. A bus route is a series of a
particular set of links (or bus stops) through which the bus runs. A bus stop is a fixed location
where buses regularly stop for passengers to board or leave. When forming links for a bus route,
the sequence of links and the connected bus stops must be consistent with the direction of the bus
route, and a bus stop may belong to one or more bus routes. Figure 2.2 (d) shows a pedestrian
network that represents the topology between sidewalk intersections. In this example, roads are
assumed to have sidewalks on both sides, and sidewalk segments on different sides are assumed
to be independent. A link either represents a sidewalk segment or a crosswalk at an intersection.

9

All links in a pedestrian network are two-way directed links because pedestrians can walk in
either direction.

Figure 2.2. Modeling of uni-modal networks

Walking transfer nodes and waking transfer links are used to combine multiple uni-modal
networks. Figure 2.3 shows example walking transfer nodes and walking transfer links. Initially,
the three uni-modal networks (road network, transit network, and pedestrian network) are
independent. The road network contains road intersections (nodes) and road segments (links).

10

The transit network contains bus routes. Each bus route is composed of certain nodes and links
that represent a certain sequence of bus stops and their topology. The pedestrian network
contains sidewalk intersections (nodes) and sidewalk segments (links). The three uni-modal
networks are combined into a multi-modal network. In the new network, parking location nodes
must be part of both the pedestrian network and the road network, and bus stop nodes must be
part of both the pedestrian network and the transit network. Considering the road network in
Figure 2.3, three walking transfer nodes (three parking location nodes) are added along with
additional links that connect between the three parking location nodes and the original nodes
(road intersections). An additional link in the road network refers to a traversable connection (by
car) between a parking location and nearby road intersections such as those that bound the road
segment on which the parking location is located. Similarly, a set of parking location nodes is
also added to the pedestrian network, and additional links that connect between the parking
location nodes and the original nodes (sidewalk intersections) of the pedestrian network are also
created. An additional link in the pedestrian network refers to a traversable connection (on foot)
between a parking location and nearby sidewalk intersections such as those that bound the
sidewalk segment on which the parking location is located. Once the parking location nodes are
added to the road network and the pedestrian network, the two uni-modal networks will be
connected to each other through walking transfer links associated with the parking location
nodes.
Similar to the case of parking locations discussed above, bus stops are required to create
the connectivity between the transit network and the pedestrian network. For the transit network,
bus stop nodes are already part of the network. To connect the pedestrian network to the bus stop
nodes of the transit network, all the bus stop nodes (as walking transfer nodes) have to be added
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into the pedestrian network. For every bus stop node, one or more additional links have to be
created to connect with nearby sidewalk intersections such as those that bound the sidewalk
segment on which the bus stop node is located. Besides sidewalk intersections, in case a
walkway between the parking location and the bus stop is available, such as a park-and-ride, an
additional link may also be created to represent a direct connection between the parking location
and the bus stop. After the bus stop nodes are added to the pedestrian network, walking transfer
links that connect between the two sets of the bus stop nodes (one in the transit network and
another in the pedestrian network) are created. Once all walking transfer nodes and walking
transfer links are created for the road network, the transit network, and the pedestrian network,
they can be combined into a multi-modal network.

12

Figure 2.3. Example uni-modal and multi-modal networks

A multi-modal network can also be created based on the combination of two uni-modal
networks. Figure 2.4 illustrates three multi-modal networks that are created based on all possible
combinations of two uni-modal networks. Multi-modal network A is composed of a pedestrian
network and a transit network. Multi-modal network B is composed of a pedestrian network and
a road network. Multi-modal network C is composed of a transit network and a road network.
The pedestrian networks (in multi-modal networks A and B) contain additional nodes and links
which represent the traversable walkways that connect between sidewalk intersections and
walking transfer nodes (bus stops for multimodal network A and parking locations for multi13

modal network B). In multi-modal network C, as there is no pedestrian network involved, a new
network (called transfer network) is introduced to contain the two groups of walking transfer
nodes (bus stops and parking locations) and the connection between them. A connection (link)
between a bus stop and a parking location refers to a walkway that allows travelers to commute
between a bus stop and a parking location. Example walkways are sidewalk, road crossing, and
pedestrian bridge.
A multi-modal network may be formed by combining two or three uni-modal networks as
described above. Each combination supports certain modes of transportation and requires
additional nodes and links to be added to the networks. Table 2.1 summarizes possible
combinations and their characteristics.

14

Figure 2.4. Multi-modal network based on two uni-modal networks
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Table 2.1. Combination of uni-modal networks and their characteristics

Characteristics
Mode of transportation

Multi-modal networks (Pedestrian: P; Road: R; Transit: T)
P&T
P&R
R&T
P&R&T
Walking
Walking
Driving and riding Walking, riding,
and riding and driving
and driving
Bus stops
Parking
Bus stops and
Bus stops and
locations*
parking locations* parking locations*
No
Yes
Yes (road
Yes (road
network)
network)
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Type of walking
transfer node
Links added to
vehicular network
Links added to
pedestrian network
Nodes added to
No
Yes
Yes (road
Yes (road
vehicular network
network)
network)
Nodes added to
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
pedestrian network
*parking locations may include (but are not limited to) parking garages, parking lots, and
curbside parking spaces

Parking locations influence the connectivity between road networks and pedestrian
networks. In general, parking spaces are either private or public. In this dissertation, only public
parking spaces are considered and parking garages and parking lots are represented by polygons
(areas) and curbside parking spaces are represented by lines. Considering that a transportation
network only contains nodes and links, objects represented as areas and lines must be converted
to points. Figure 2.5 illustrates a conversion from a parking lot (area) to a point. The entrance
and exit points of a parking lot are represented by two distinct nodes (shown as triangles). The
two nodes are included into the road network by introducing additional links to connect them to
the relevant road intersection nodes (shown as diamonds). The entrance node is a decision
location where the traveler can decide to drive through and park in the parking lot. The exit node
is a decision location where the traveler can exit the parking lot. Similar to the parking lot, a
curbside parking space also requires a conversion. Unlike parking lots and parking garages, a
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curbside parking space usually covers a section of the curbside of a road. Figure 2.6 shows a
conversion from a curbside parking space to a node in a road network. Figure 2.6 (left) shows a
two-way traffic road segment that is bounded by two road intersections and a curbside parking
space (hatched area) which appears on the right hand side of the road segment. In Figure 2.6
(right), the curbside parking space is converted to a node (curbside parking node), shown as
pentagon, and four new links are created to connect the curbside parking node to the two road
intersection nodes (shown as diamonds). Connection between a curbside parking node and road
intersection nodes implies that a decision to drive or park can be made at the curbside parking
node. Furthermore, because the road segment has two-way traffic and has no median divider
island, it is assumed that cars from both intersections (directions) are allowed to stop and park at
the curbside parking space. To reflect the topological connection between road intersections and
the curbside parking space, new links from both road intersection nodes to the curbside parking
node can be created. However, if a median divider island exists, the link that represents the
traffic across from the curbside would not be connected to the curbside parking node. Note that
traffic regulations are not considered in this example, though they must be taken into account
when creating links between nearby road intersections and a curbside parking node.
Parking locations, as areas and lines, must also be converted to nodes to make connection
between road networks and pedestrian networks. Figure 2.7 shows the conversion of a parking
lot and curbside parking spaces into nodes. The parking lot is converted to an entrance and an
exit node, and the curbside parking spaces are converted to curbside parking nodes. The entrance
and exit nodes are connected to the sidewalk intersection nodes that bound the sidewalk segment
on which the entrance and exit nodes are located. The new links are illustrated by a doubleheaded arrow (two-way directed link) to indicate that travelers can walk in either direction.
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Figure 2.5. Conversion from parking lot locations to network nodes
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Figure 2.6. Conversion from a curbside parking space to a network node
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Figure 2.7. Conversion from a parking lot location and curbside parking spaces to network nodes

Connectivity between transit networks and pedestrian networks is mainly facilitated by
bus stops since a bus stop is a designated location that buses regularly stop for travelers to get
on/off buses. Figure 2.8 shows an example of transit network that contains three bus routes and
their associated bus stops. To combine a transit network with a pedestrian network, bus stop
nodes has to be added and connected to the pedestrian network. For example, in Figure 2.8, the
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bus stops of the transit network are included into the pedestrian network. To include the topology
between the sidewalk intersection nodes and the bus stop nodes, each bus stop node (using twoway directed links, see Figure 2.9) is connected to the sidewalk intersection nodes that bound the
sidewalk segment on which the bus stop node is located.

Figure 2.8. A transit network
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Figure 2.9. Integrating bus stops into a pedestrian network

The outcome of combining multiple uni-modal networks is a multi-modal network.
Considering MMT-MCW, an optimal route can be a walking route (if feasible) or a multi-modal
route with walking as one of the modes. Consider three modes (walking, riding, and driving),
Figure 2.10 shows three basic cases of a route based on MMT-MCW, namely walking, walking
and riding, and walking and driving. Based on the three basic cases, more complicated cases can
be formed, such as two buses (Figure 2.11 upper diagram) and all three modes combined (Figure
2.11 lower diagram). Two observations about walking for the three basic cases and the
complicated case are made: (1) type of walking transfer node (parking location and bus stop) is
tightly coupled with mode of transportation and (2) walking typically occurs when approaching
or leaving a walking transfer node. These observations confirm the claim that walking transfer
node plays an important role in MMT-MCW.
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Figure 2.10. The three cases of a route

Figure 2.11. Two complicated cases formulated using the three cases

2.3 MULTI-CRITERIA OPTIMIZATION

Multi-criteria optimization has been researched for a long time and used in many areas, such as
economics and engineering. Multi-criteria optimization (also known as multi-objective
optimization) is “the process of optimizing systematically and simultaneously a collection of
objective functions” (Marler & Arora 2004). Objective functions are formulated to quantify the
solution of a decision problem based upon the objectives set forth. For example, a traveler may
want an optimal walking route such that it: (1) burns around 40 kilocalories; (2) has no downhill
slopes with a grade greater than 5%; (3) allows a walking pace of 2 to 2.5 miles per hour (54–67
meters per minute); and (4) ensures minimum air pollution exposure. In this example, there are
four objective functions: one for calories burn, one for slope calculation, one for walking speed,
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and one for air pollution exposure. The values from these four objective functions will be used to
find and recommend a suitable route. In case of conflict among criteria, a trade-off between the
criteria is made. There are three terms associated with multi-criteria optimization: alternative,
decision space, and objective function (Ehrgott 2010). This section describes those terms and
discusses the way in which multi-criteria optimization is adopted for MMT-MCW.
Alternative is a reference to a feasible solution for a decision problem and does not have
to be optimal in all circumstances. Decision space contains all alternatives for a decision
problem. For instance, all possible routes from an origin to a destination are considered to be
members of the decision space. Based on traveler’s criteria, objective functions are defined to
quantitatively measure the quality of alternatives. In this dissertation, these three multi-criteria
optimization terms refer respectively to a candidate route, a set of candidate routes, and objective
function, expressed as follows. Route ( ) is a sequence of consecutive links in a graph (
:
;
where

node

is adjacent to node



(2.3)
and  ℤ; ℤ is the set of positive

for

integers.
The set of candidate walking routes (P) from a start node
{ 
where

to an end node (

is:

}

(2.4)

contains all the routes that connect any two of the network’s nodes.

Finally, the route optimization that uses the objective functions


(

follows the form:

)

is the ith objective function;
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{

(2.5)
}

ℤ

The above expression indicates that among all the candidate walking routes (in the set ),
the optimal route is the one which minimally fulfills the objective functions

to

. Note

that in case of conflict among criteria, the optimal route may change, depending on the trade-off
made. Such a trade-off can be controlled using the weighted-sum method, which allows users to
control the contribution of each objective function (criterion) through the weight factors. In the
weighted-sum method, each criterion is assigned a weight factor value, and the sum of all weight
factors must be a constant (usually 1). The larger the weight factor value, the more it contributes
to the final weighted-sum value. When the weighted-sum method is integrated, the optimization
problem can be formulated as:
∑
where

is the set of candidate routes,

factor for the objective function
{

(2.6)

}

ℤ

,

is the ith objective function,

is the ith weight

is the ith

function, and

normalization

. Candidate routes are optimized through expression (2.6). Note

that the normalization function is used here to homogeneously combine various objective
functions. A detailed discussion of the normalization function is provided in the Objective
Functions Normalization section (Section 3.4).
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3.0

MMT-MCW ROUTING

Wayfinding and navigation services based on MMT-MCW will be able to (a) find multi-modal
transportation routes with walking as one component and (b) find an optimal walking component
by considering multiple criteria. This chapter discusses the details of MMT-MCW routing
including selection of walking transfer nodes, route computation complexity, context-aware
walking segment, objective function normalization, and MCW algorithm.

3.1

SELECTION OF WALKING TRANSFER NODES

Travelers typically specify an origin and a destination for their trips, whereas the optimal
walking transfer node is generally unknown and will be identified during route optimization.
Traveler’s preferences are the criteria for choosing walking transfer nodes. Example criteria are
low parking fees, preference for parking garages over surface parking locations, distance
between a parking facility and destination, overall safety of the area, and flexible parking hours.
If the traveler wants to avoid paying expensive parking fees in a downtown area and less
expensive parking locations are available just outside of that area, then a parking location outside
of the downtown area should be selected based on the criterion that the total sum of the parking
fee and the bus fare should be less than the downtown parking fee. Furthermore, the criteria for
choosing the parking location and the bus stop may vary depending on the context. For instance,
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the same traveler may want to get some exercise by taking a brisk walk. In this case, walking
transfer nodes that increase walking distance between the parking location and the bus stop
(and/or between the bus stop and the destination) will be given high priorities. Finding
appropriate walking transfer nodes will become more difficult if the traveler wants to minimize
both parking fees and bus fares.
Walking transfer node selection criteria may conflict with route optimization criteria. For
instance, a traveler who prefers low parking rates and shortest walking routes between parking
facilities and the destination may find that parking facilities with a shorter walking route are the
ones that also have high parking rates, and vice versa. Likewise, a traveler who prefers parking
in a garage and then walking to get some exercise may find that reaching to outdoor parking
locations can result in a more vigorous walk to the destination. Despite the inherent trade-offs
between walking transfer nodes selection criteria and walking route computation criteria, the
associated walking route can be computed only after a walking transfer node is selected.
Therefore, considering both groups of criteria simultaneously is infeasible. In this dissertation,
the inherent trade-offs are addressed by considering walking distance separately from all other
criteria. To identify a candidate walking transfer node, traveler’s desired walking distance is
separated into estimated upper and lower limits. The upper limit excludes walking transfer nodes
that are located beyond a traveler’s maximum preferred distance. The lower limit excludes
walking transfer nodes that are located closer than the desired minimum walking distance. As a
result, one or more walking transfer nodes located within the limits can be selected. All other
walking transfer node selection criteria (besides distance) are included as part of the route
optimization criteria.
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3.1.1

Buffering

Figure 3.1 illustrates examples of upper limit and lower limit of desired walking distance, as well
as the use of walking distance in the walking transfer node selection. In Figure 3.1, the upper
limit and lower limit are used to create two types of buffer: relaxed and restricted. The relaxed
buffer (top left) uses the origin or the destination as a center (the blue shaded point in the center
of the figure) and creates a circle buffer using the upper limit as its radius. The non-shaded points
inside the buffer are the walking transfer nodes that can be selected for route computation, and
non-shaded points outside the buffer are disregarded. The restricted buffer is a ring buffer (lower
left) created with both an upper limit (for the outer radius) and a lower limit (for the inner
radius). This restricted buffer is more constrained than the relaxed buffer in that the walking
transfer nodes within the inner radius are disregarded. The boundaries of the two buffers on the
left assume the lower and upper limits to be the Euclidean distance measured from the center.
However, for more accurate results, buffer boundaries can also be generated based on the
shortest distance from the center, measured along the sidewalk network (see the two buffers on
the right).
After suitable walking transfer nodes are selected, vehicular and walking routes that
connect the origin, the walking transfer nodes, and the final destination are computed. Figure 3.2
illustrates an example when traveler’s desired area for walking transfer nodes is near destination,
which leads to a solution where vehicular transportation is expected to occur between an origin
point and the walking transfer nodes. From the origin to each walking transfer node, one or more
vehicular routes are computed, and the output vehicular routes (vehicular candidate routes) are
all viable options for a particular trip. For a vehicular route computation, a basic criterion (such
as shortest distance) can be used but if the traveler prefers more route choices, a different
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criterion (such as multiple shortest routes or route similarity) can be used. Similarly, from each
walking transfer node to the destination, one or more walking routes are also computed. The
vehicular routes and the walking routes are shown in Figure 3.2, using solid lines and dashed
lines, respectively.

Figure 3.1. Type of buffer coupled with type of walking distance

Figure 3.2. Vehicular routes, walking transfer nodes, and walking routes
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To formalize the use of a lower limit and an upper limit for walking transfer node
selection, the symbols used to represent transportation conditions and elements are summarized
in Table 3.1. These symbols are also used to describe the walking transfer selection rules in
Table 3.2.

Table 3.1. Symbols of transportation conditions and elements

Transportation conditions and elements
Walking and driving are preferred
Walking and riding are preferred
Walking, driving, and riding are preferred
Only walking is preferred
Walking is preferred near an origin
Walking is preferred near a destination
Walking is preferred in the middle of the trip
Upper limit walking distance
Lower limit walking distance
Walking distance between nodes and
Bus route number passing the bus stop node
Set of nodes representing parking locations
Set of nodes representing bus stops
Origin node of the trip
Destination node of the trip
A walking transfer node
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Value
T/F
T/F
T/F
T/F
T/F
T/F
T/F
ℝ+
ℝ+
ℝ+
ℤ
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Symbol
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
dup
dlo
BN( )
V(pk)
V(bs)
ori
dest

Table 3.2. Walking transfer selection rules

Case
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Scenarios

Walking transfer selection rule
No parking location selection is required

Not possible
Apply the proper combination of case 1 to 4
No walking transfer node is required

The first four cases in Table 3.2 represent combined driving-walking, riding-walking, and
where walking is preferred near origin or destination. Among the four cases, only Case 1 does
not require a walking transfer node selection, as walking to a fixed parking location is expected.
Case 5 is for riding-walking, in which walking is preferred between two different bus routes and
bus stops. Case 6 is not a possible case as it refers to the following sequence: driving to a parking
location, walking from the parking location to another, and then driving to the destination. Case
7 represents the combinations of driving, riding, and walking, and Table 3.3 further describes the
case. Case 8 does not require a walking transfer node, as walking is the only mode involved. In
Table 3.3, six possible subcases of Case 7 in Table 3.2 are shown. Two of the possible sequences
are driving-riding and riding-driving. For driving-riding, parking locations and bus stops, as
walking transfer nodes, are required because when driving is the initial mode of transportation,
the traveler has the flexibility to choose a parking location or a bus stop. For riding-driving, the
choice of bus stop is flexible but a fixed parking location is required as it is expected that the
traveler has already left his/her car at a parking location for the return trip.
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Table 3.3. Walking transfer selection rules for combining driving and riding

Case Mode sequence
1 Driving Riding

Walking is preferred
Near origin

Walking transfer selection rule
No parking location selection is
required
Apply case 4 of Table 3.2

2

Driving Riding

Near destination

3

Driving Riding

4
5

Riding Driving
Riding Driving

6

Riding Driving

Between walking transfer
nodes
Near origin
Apply case 2 of Table 3.2
Near destination
No parking location selection is
required
Between walking transfer
nodes

3.1.2

Soft Boundary Method

As an alternative to buffers to identify suitable walking transfer nodes, a metric function
can be used to assign each walking transfer node a value representing the suitability value.
Walking transfer nodes with higher suitability values will have more chances of selection. We
define the metric function, Equation (3.1), which takes distance between the origin/destination
and the walking transfer node of interest as input, and returns a suitability value.
( (
where

d

))

(3.1)

is the goal distance (measured in a metric space such as Euclidian space)
from the origin or destination location

di is the distance (measured in a metric space such as Euclidian space)
between the ith walking transfer node and the origin or destination
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Zi is the suitability value of the ith walking transfer node



is the exponential decay factor; lower value results in faster decreasing
rate of Zi

Equation (3.1) can be used to calculate the suitability value; 0 and 1 are the minimum and
the maximum values, respectively. To illustrate the patterns of the suitability value returned by
the function, Figure 3.3 shows two surfaces rendered using d=1.5 and two exponential decay
values (upper surface:  = 0.6 and lower surface:  = 1.5). These two exponential decay values
were selected arbitrary and mainly for the purpose of visualizing the results of the technique. The
color maps are provided with the accompanying numerical scale of suitability value; a lighter
color represents a higher suitability value. The image on the right of each surface is the two
dimensional projection (bird’s eye view) of the surface. The surfaces and the two dimensional
projections show a lower rate of change of suitability value when  increases. The
origin/destination is assumed to be at the coordinates (0,0,0), the goal distance (d) is set to one
kilometer, and di is measured in all directions from the coordinates (0,0,0). The upper surface in
the figure shows rapid change of suitability value as the difference between di and d increases.
The two dimensional projection (upper right) also shows that the intensity of the shaded area
changes rapidly from light to dark at the edges of the inner and outer radius. As for the lower
surface, a higher value of  was used, and the surface shows slow gradual change of suitability
value. The two dimensional projection (lower right) shows larger coverage of lighter shaded
area, and the intensity of the shaded area changes slowly from light to dark at the edges of the
inner and outer radius.
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Figure 3.3. Surfaces of suitability values (upper surface:  =0.6 and lower surface:  = 1.5)

3.2 ROUTE COMPUTATION COMPLEXITY

Route computation in MMT-MCW involves three parts: modes of transportation, vehicular and
walking routes, and walking transfer nodes. For a pair of input origin-destination, multiple
modes of transportation must be considered in terms of both possible sequence and possible
combination. Multiple candidate walking transfer nodes must be identified and considered, and
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accordingly, multiple candidate routes must be computed and evaluated. According to the facts
described above, a request for an optimal MMT-MCW based route results in multiple times of
route computations associated with various trip scenarios. This section discusses the possible trip
scenarios influencing the route computation complexity.
Possible trip scenarios can be conducted based on possible sequence and combination of
modes of transportation. Possible trip scenarios are categorized based on three characteristics:
type of trip, combination of transportation modes, and walking locations. Type of trip is either
one-way (OW) or roundtrip (RT). RT contains outgoing (OUT) and return trip (BACK). Three
modes of transportation (walking, driving, and riding) are considered for the combinations of
transportation modes, that is walking (WA), walking-driving (WD), walking-riding (WR), and
walking-riding-driving (WRD). Walking locations can be near origin (NR), near destination
(ND), between two walking transfer nodes (NW), not required (NQ), and walking is the only
mode between origin and destination (NB). Note that walking may not be required for BACK if
it is already included in OUT, and vice versa. Table 3.4 summarizes the trip characteristics,
possible values, and their abbreviations. Figure 3.4 shows a tree diagram depicting the
organization of the possible trip scenarios. The numbers in the parentheses in the figure refer to
the numbers of possible trip scenario. The total number of possible trip scenarios is 78 in which
12 are one-way and 66 are roundtrip. Both one-way trip and roundtrip contain all four
combinations of transportation modes: WA, WR, WD, and WRD. The WR under RT has 49 trip
scenarios because both OUT and BACK are considered as two independent WR (7 trip
scenarios), therefore the total number of combinations is 49. Example descriptions of the trip
scenarios are shown in Table 3.5.
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Figure 3.4 also indicates the number of trip scenarios to be considered. For example, if a
traveler request for an optimal route for a walking-riding one-way trip, there will be 7 trip
scenarios to be considered in the MMT-MCW simulation. The extreme case is when the traveler
does not indicate type of trip, mode of transportation, and walking location, in which case all 78
trip scenarios have to be simulated, and routes being relevant to the scenarios have to be
computed.

Table 3.4. Trip characteristics and abbreviations

Characteristics
Mode of
transportation
preferred

Types of trip

Walking
location

Possible values
Walking
Walking-Riding
Walking-Driving
Walking-Riding-Driving
One-way
Round-trip
Out-going trip (origin to destination)
Return trip (destination back to origin)
Near origin
Near destination
Between two walking transfer nodes
Walking is the only mode between origin and destination
Walking is not required
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Abbreviations
WA
WR
WD
WRD
OW
RT
OUT
BACK
NR
ND
NW
NB
NQ

Figure 3.4. Numbers of possible trip scenarios
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Table 3.5. Example description of trip scenarios

Trip
OW
OW
OW
OW
RT

Mode
WA
WR
WR
WR
WD

Preferred walking
NB
NR
NW
NR & NW
OUT: ND; BACK:ND

RT

WRD

OUT: ND; BACK:NQ

RT

WRD

OUT: ND; BACK: ND

RT

WRD

OUT: NQ; BACK: NW

RT

WRD

OUT: NW; BACK: NW

Description for the preferred walking
the only mode between O and D
near O
between walking transfer nodes
Near O and between two walking transfer nodes
near D for the outgoing; the return trip must begin
with walking
near D for the outgoing; does not require walking for
the return trip
near D for the outgoing; the return trip must begin
with walking
does not require walking for the outgoing trip;
preferred between two walking transfer nodes for the
return trip
preferred between two walking transfer nodes for
both the outgoing trip and the return trip

Number of possible trip scenarios is closely related to number of routes that must be
computed. Route computation finds one or more optimal routes to travel from one location to
another. In this dissertation, the two locations can be origin and destination, origin and walking
transfer node, walking transfer node and destination, or two walking transfer nodes. The number
of optimal routes depends on the routing algorithm being used. For example, the k-shortest path
algorithm will return k shortest routes (Eppstein 1998) for a pair of locations. Dijkstra’s
algorithm returns shortest routes from one location to all other locations (Dijkstra 1959). In this
dissertation it is assumed that only one route is returned for a pair of locations.
A trip can be uni-modal or multi-modal. A multi-modal trip is composed of two or more
uni-modal trips connecting an origin, a walking transfer node, and a destination. Each uni-modal
trip has a start location and an end location and may be associated with riding, driving, or
walking. Finding an optimal route from the start to the end location of a uni-modal trip requires
one time of route computation, and a route computation could be associated with a riding route, a
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driving route, or a walking route. Figure 3.5 shows five example trips and their number of route
computations. The number in the parenthesis at the end of each example represents the total
number of route computations for the example. Ex.1 requires only one computation as only one
walking route is involved. Ex.3 requires the highest number of computations. An equation to
estimate the number of route computations for a trip is expressed as:
(3.2)
where

is the number of route computations
is the indicator of riding mode (0: no riding; 1: riding exists)
is the number of buses to be taken (1, 2, 3, …)
is the indicator of driving mode (0: no driving; 1: driving exists)

Figure 3.5. Route computation counting

There are no candidate routes and candidate walking transfer nodes in the examples
shown Figure 3.5. Even though uni-modal routes that connect each pair of locations are optimal,
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those routes are only suitable for a certain pair of locations. To have candidate optional routes
and walking transfer nodes, candidate start and/or end locations have to be considered. Figure
3.6 shows an example multi-modal trip with multiple candidate routes and multiple candidate
walking transfer nodes. The multi-modal trip has five candidate multi-modal routes connecting A
to B. Five walking transfer nodes (parking locations) are considered, and, accordingly, five
candidate multi-modal routes are computed and presented. A candidate multi-modal route,
composed of a driving route, a parking location, and a walking route, is formed. As a driving
route must connect to a walking route at a walking transfer node, the number of candidate
walking transfer nodes is expected to be equal to the number of driving routes and to the number
of walking routes. Based on the relationship between walking transfer node, walking route, and
vehicular route, Equation (3.3) to Equation (3.5) are used to estimate the number of route
computations for a trip as follows:
∑

(

)

(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)

where

is the number of riding route computations
is the number of walking route computations
is the number of driving route computations and equal to number of
candidate parking locations
is the total number of route computations for the trip
is the number of candidate start bus stops for bus i
is the number of candidate final bus stops for bus i
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is the number of candidate walking transfer nodes near the origin; this is
for the case when walking is requested to be near origin
is the number of candidate walking transfer nodes at which a walking
route starts; this is for the case when walking is requested to be between
two walking transfer nodes
is the number of candidate walking transfer nodes at which a walking
route ends; this is for the case when walking is requested to be between
two walking transfer nodes
is the number of candidate walking transfer nodes near the destination;
this is for the case when walking is requested to be near destination
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Figure 3.6. Example candidate multi-modal route

Figure 3.7 shows 13 cases computed based on Equation (3.2), which covers the
possibilities of the number of route computations of the 78 possible trip scenarios. In these 13
cases, the number of candidate walking transfer nodes (bus stops and parking locations) is fixed
at the value of 20, and the candidate walking transfer nodes will be considered only if walking is
preferred (NR, ND, and NW). Only one walking transfer node is considered otherwise. For
instance, Case 2 considers 20 candidate bus stops to be near origin as the case is WR:NR. Case 4
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(WR:NW) considers 20 candidate bus stops as start locations of the candidate walking routes and
another 20 candidate bus stops as end locations of the candidate walking routes. Two sets of
candidate bus stops are considered because the case involves two buses, and walking is preferred
between the two bus stops. Case 13 (WRD:NQ) refers to a situation when no walking is
preferred, thus no candidate walking transfer nodes are considered, and only four route
computations (1DC, 2 WC, and 1 RC) are required. The total number of route computations is in
the parenthesis at the end of each fundamental case. All route computation counts match the
results from Equation (3.2).
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Figure 3.7. Enumeration of route computation counts

Routes computed for all the possible trip scenarios are analyzed next. Figure 3.8
enumerates the number of route computations (shown in the parenthesis) for each possible trip
scenario. A possible trip scenario is composed of one or two of the 13 cases in Figure 3.7. For
example, the trip scenario OUT:ND; BACK:NQ under WRD and RT (see Figure 3.8) is
composed of Case 10 (WRD:ND; 46 route computations) and Case 13 (WRD:NQ; 4 route
computations). Therefore, the number of route computations for the trip scenario is 42+4=46. To
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describe the interpretation of route computations, two examples are provided as follows. First, if
the traveler prefers walking-riding for one-way trip without explicitly specifying the walking
location (this matches the scenario WR under OW) then all seven scenarios under it will have to
be considered. The number of route computations of the seven scenarios is 3,886. In case the
traveler wants MMT-MCW to consider optimal routes for all possible trip scenarios, a total of
23,710 route computations must be performed. Note that the number of candidate bus stops and
the number of parking locations are still fixed at the value of 20. The total number of route
computations will be less if a lower number of candidate walking transfer nodes is considered.
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Figure 3.8. Number of route computations

The number of route computations has major influence on the computing performance of
MMT-MCW, especially when travelers do not specify their scenario of interest. This is because a
large number of possible trip scenarios and their relevant route computations will have to be
considered. To elaborate influence of route computations on the computing performance of
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MMT-MCW, a numerical example is provided as follows. Assuming a computation time of 0.1
second per route, the total computation time for 23,710 route computations is about 40 minutes,
which is not acceptable for real-time mode.

3.3

CONTEXT-AWARE WALKING SEGMENT

Multiple criteria optimal walking requires various contexts of route evaluation. Examples criteria
are shortest travel distance, shortest travel time, specified level of calories to burn, minimum
traffic related air pollution exposure, and minimum slope variation. For each criterion, relevant
attributes will need to be identified. For example, the relevant attribute for minimum slope
variation criterion is slope variation, and each walking route must be evaluated in terms of slope
variation. Multiple criteria will require multiple attributes, and a walking route must be evaluated
with respect to various attributes. Figure 3.9 shows four examples of a walking route with
respect to four attributes, i.e., amount of sun exposure, amount of traffic-related air pollution,
slope, and distance. The criteria related to the four attributes can be minimum sun exposure,
minimum traffic-related air pollution, minimum slope variation, and shortest distance. The four
examples share the same origin (circle shape) and destination (square shape). The turning points
(diamond shape) represent locations where attribute values change and can be independent of
sidewalk intersections. For instance, for sun exposure, turning points represent transition
locations of sun exposure levels (fully exposed, moderate, and shady). Transition locations can
be identified using boundary of surface materials such as sidewalk canopies and shady plants.
Three levels of traffic-related air pollution (low, moderate, and high), which may be influenced
by wind flow direction, topography, surrounding buildings, and amount of road traffic, are
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assumed. Slope is calculated based on elevations along the walking route together with turning
points that represent locations where slope changes between uphill, downhill, and flat. Distance
is the summation of distances of all the relevant sidewalk segments (d1+d2+d3+d4).

Figure 3.9. Four context examples of a walking route

When an objective function is used to quantify and evaluate a candidate route, there could
be cases where the function requires homogeneous attributes within the route such as the
examples described above. In some cases where the context of interest (such as slope) does not
fit physical separation of sidewalk intersections and walking segments, it may not be accurate to
rely on sidewalk intersections and segments. To address this problem, the concept of a “context-
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aware walking segment” is introduced. The concept is illustrated through the application of a
specific example related to the estimation of calories burn on walking routes as follows.
The American College of Sports Medicine (1986) has investigated the amount of calories
burn (energy expenditure) for several activities (such as walking, running, and stepping). The
result of this investigation was an equation for a comfortable walking speed that ranges from 1.9
to 3.7 miles per hour (51–99 meters per minute) (Glass et al. 2007). The ACSM walking
equation (Tharrett et al. 2012) expresses walking energy expenditure as:
(3.6)
where EE is walking energy expenditure (kilocalories)
S

is walking speed (meters/minute)
is grade (slope) in decimal form; e.g., 0.02 for 2% grade

BM is traveler’s body weight (kilograms)
t

is walking time (minutes)

Equation (3.6) is based on the assumption that the traveler walks at a constant speed
during the time t, and the slope G is homogeneous. In order to maintain a homogeneous slope
over a distance, a walking route may be split into n walking segments, where each segment has a
homogeneous slope. This will result in the total energy expenditure (

) for all the walking

segments expressed as:
∑
where

(3.7)

is the energy expenditure of the ith walking segment, which can be estimated

by using Equation (3.6). The i subscript in Equation (3.7) indicates that each segment may have a
different walking speed, walking time, and slope.
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To properly apply Equation (3.6) and Equation (3.7), walking segments must have
homogeneous slope, in which case it is reasonable to assume that the traveler walks with a
constant speed throughout the segment. A pedestrian network is composed of segments and
nodes to represent topology between pedestrian route elements, and attribute information (such
as segment length and slope) is incorporated to fit with the topology among segments
(Kasemsuppakorn & Karimi 2009). However, the concept of segments and nodes of the
pedestrian network is not suitable for this example as homogeneous slope is required. For this,
regular segments are converted to context-aware walking segments. Figure 3.9 illustrates such a
conversion. In the figure, sidewalk intersections are disregarded, and new nodes (contextual
nodes) are created to represent the slope turning points. As a result, new segments (contextaware walking segments) are considered such that each context-aware walking segment has a
homogeneous slope. Equation (3.6) can be applied to estimate calories burn for each contextaware walking segment, and the total energy expenditure of the entire walking route can be
achieved through the application of Equation (3.7).

Contextual node

Origin/destination

Sidewalk intersection

Path with context-aware walking segments
Walking direction

Flat

Path with regular segments

Figure 3.10. Conversion of regular segments into context-aware walking segments
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Further examples regarding applications of context-aware walking segments are
illustrated in Figures 3.10 (a) and (b). Figure 3.10 (a) shows a number of contextual nodes that
represent the sun exposure turning points (between fully, moderate, and shady) which can be
located based on the boundary of surface materials such as sidewalk canopies and shady plants.
When the shadiest walking route is preferred, candidate walking routes will be evaluated with
respect to the levels of sun exposure, and the relevant criterion for this is finding a walking route
with minimum sun exposure. Figure 3.10 (b) shows another set of contextual nodes that
represent the turning points of walkway surface (between paved or unpaved) of which the
traveler is concerned about the surface quality of the walking route. It is also worth noting that
type of walkway surface is static, whereas sun exposure is dynamic. For example, a walking
segment may be shady in the morning, but becomes fully exposed to sunlight in the afternoon.
Despite dynamic sun exposure, the context-aware walking segment concept is still applicable
because the contextual nodes and the context-aware walking segments can be created
dynamically, as the environment changes.

Contextual node

Origin/destination
Shady

Fully

Fully

Moderate

(a) Sun Exposure
Paved
Unpaved

(b) Surface Types

Figure 3.11. Various context-aware walking segments
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As MMT-MCW is associated with multiple criteria (contexts), multiple sets of contextaware walking segments are expected. Each context would have an associated objective function
to quantify the quality of a walking route with respect to the criterion of interest, and thus,
multiple contexts result in multiple related objective function outputs (called context-aware
scores) for the walking route. Figure 3.11 shows an algorithm that uses context-aware walking
segments to evaluate candidate walking routes. The evaluation outputs are used for finding the
optimal walking route.

Figure 3.12. An algorithm for evaluating candidate walking routes
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3.4

OBJECTIVE FUNCTION NORMALIZATION

Objective functions usually produce results in different numerical magnitudes. In the weightedsum optimization method, when multiple objective functions are simultaneously optimized,
normalization should be used to harmonize the magnitudes. As objective functions are usually
formulated based on their context of interest, the term context-aware score (CS) is used to
represent the numerical outputs from the objective functions. CS for MCW is normalized by
using two methods: (1) maximize difference value between CS and the goal provided by the
user; and (2) individual behavior. Equation (3.8) expresses the first methods and Equation (3.9)
provides two examples of the second method. The normalized CS is called a context- aware
index (CI).
|

|
|)

(|
(

)
(
(

{
where

)
)

is the CS of the kth route (

), with the ith objective function

is the context-aware index of route

(based on the ith objective function)

; 0 is the most preferred and 1 is the most adverse
is the goal value (

) for the CS of the ith objective function

is the curve inclination factor of the ith normalization curve
and

∑
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The two normalization examples in Equation (3.9) provide smooth transition of CI
values from 0 to 1, support continuous context-aware scores, and allow travelers to control the
rate of change of CI, with respect to CS, through the curve inclination factor. A higher rate of CI
change implies that the traveler is more sensitive to the deviation of the CS value from its goal
value. To illustrate this, a set of CSs was simulated and plotted using the two conditional
functions (

is and is not defined) in Equation (3.9) (see Figure 3.12, left and right graphs). The

left graph is generated by assuming that the goal value ( ) is 600 and using two inclination
factors (1300 and 400). The right graph is for a goal value of 0. In the left graph, if the CS of the
route is 600, it is considered a perfect score, because the score exactly matches the goal, and
hence its CI is 0; the CI increases as the score deviates from 600. In comparing the curve
inclination factors 400 and 1300, even though both inclination factors share the same goal value,
the inclination factor of 1300 (the dotted line graph) implies that the user is more flexible in
relation to the goal, while the inclination factor of 400 (the solid line graph) reflects more a
restrictive goal with less flexibility. In the right graph, the dotted line ( =0.2) reflects a more
restricted goal, while the solid line (

=0.06) is more flexible. Therefore, by controlling the

inclination values, a user can control the goal relaxation for normalization; the normalizing
functions in Equation (3.9) are subject to individuals.
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Figure 3.13. Normalization curves

Despite the differenences bwteen the two approaches, i.e., the objective approach in
Equation (3.8) and the subjective approach in Equation (3.9), both can be adopted in the same
time by separating the objective functions. One group of objective functions may be more
suitable when the objective approach is taken, while the other group is more suitable when the
subjective approach is taken. One reason for this could be that the user may only be able (or
willing) to identify the curve inclination factors for some of the objective functions, while the
rest of the functions must rely on the objective approach. To justify the proper approach for a
particular context, various factors, such as system requirements and user behavior, should be
considred.
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3.5

MCW ALGORITHM

A routing algorithm for MCW was developed. The inputs to the algorithm are origin, destination,
and criteria given by the traveler, and the output is a set of one or more optimal routes. This
section describes two versions of the MCW algorithm: the special version (which is for MMTMCW real-time mode) and the general version (which is for MMT-MCW simulation mode).
Figure 3.13 describes the special version of MCW algorithm. To begin, the algorithm
requires an origin (O), a destination (D), and a set of criteria from the traveler. Then the
algorithm will examine whether or not the traveler is making a query for a return trip. If it is not
a return trip, or if the return trip does not require driving, then the algorithm selects a number of
suitable walking transfer nodes (depending on the criteria) either for all possible modes, or only
for a number of specified modes. If suitable walking transfer nodes are found, vehicular routes
and walking routes associated with the walking transfer nodes will be computed and combined
into all possible multi-modal routes. If there is no suitable walking transfer node, the algorithm
will only compute feasible walking routes that directly connect the origin and the destination. If
the traveler indicates a need for a return trip in driving mode (e.g., if the traveler’s car is parked
in a particular parking location), the algorithm will check to see if the traveler prefers a different
walking route than the one taken for the departure trip. If this is the case, the algorithm will
compute all feasible walking routes from the destination back to the parking location.
Vehicular routes and walking routes are separated from each other by walking transfer
nodes, so that they can be independently computed. The selection of walking transfer nodes is
tightly coupled with walking distance limits. The details of using walking distance limits to
select walking transfer nodes were discussed in the section “Selection of Walking Transfer
Nodes (section 3.1).” When computing walking routes, it is possible to have multiple walking
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routes that connect to the same walking transfer node, as well as to multiple walking transfer
nodes. This implies that the MCW algorithm must compute a much larger number of routes, as
compared to regular route computations, such as shortest-path computation. A number of studies
(such as Akgun et al. 2000; Beknor and Prato 2009) claim that computing multiple k-shortest
path usually ends up with multiple spatially similar routes. However, in regard to vehicular route
computation, there are many existing techniques in the literature that address computation of
candidate vehicular routes for drivers, such as Prato et al. (2006); Ben-Akiva et al. (1984);
Azevedo et al. (1993); De la Barra et al. (1993); Sheffi and Powell (1982); Ruphail et al. 1995;
Park and Rilett 1997; and Friedrich et al. (2001). Generally, they all try to resolve the route
similarity problem by introducing penalty on the links that are already part of a route. In some
studies, an index to measure route similarity has been attempted where it is used to filter out
undesired routes. Detail discussion of these techniques is beyond of the scope of this dissertation.
Once vehicular routes and walking routes are computed, they will be combined using
their relevant walking transfer nodes, and a set of candidate routes will be the outputs. A
candidate route refers to a possible walking route (i.e., a uni-modal route) or a combination of
walking routes and vehicular routes (i.e., a multi-modal route). There could be multiple
candidate routes for a pair of OD. For each walking route of each candidate route, the algorithm
will compute a CS considering a certain criterion (context). The CS of the candidate routes are
then used for optimization. The details of CS were discussed in the section “Context-aware
Walking Segment (section 3.3).” The details of objective functions and their optimization are not
described in the algorithm since they were discussed in the sections “Multi-Criteria Optimization
(section 2.3)” and “Objective Function Normalization (section 3.4).” Finally, the algorithm will
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return the optimal route (s). Note that the optimization can be run for many times with respect to
different sets of optimal parameters resulting in multiple optimal routes.

Figure 3.14. Special MCW algorithm
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The general MCW algorithm is modified from the special version, in order to support
MMT-MCW simulation. Three conditions are considered in modifying the special version: (1)
the traveler may not know (or specify) a desired trip scenario and prefers the simulation to
recommend a suitable one (see Section 3.2 for details of possible trip scenarios); (2) the real
values of relevant environmental variables (such as weather condition) may be unknown by the
time the traveler makes a trip request; and (3) different criteria may be considered as a result of
travel plan changes. The general MCW algorithm is described in Figure 3.14. The algorithm
takes as input an origin, a destination, traveler’s criteria, and desired trip scenarios. Walking
transfer nodes will be selected based on trip scenarios. If suitable walking transfer nodes are
found, feasible walking routes and feasible vehicular routes will be computed; only feasible
walking routes will be computed otherwise. Then the walking routes are combined with their
relevant vehicular routes, so that complete candidate routes are obtained. Once the candidate
routes are prepared, the most up-to-date values for the relevant environmental variables are
considered. Next, a route score for each context is computed for all candidate routes. The route
scores are normalized and optimized to find an optimal route, and then the optimal route together
with its suitable trip scenario are returned. Once the optimal route is computed, the algorithm
will keep monitoring the change of environmental variables and traveler’s criteria to update the
optimal route as needed. New route scores will be recomputed based on the updated
environmental variables and traveler’s criteria. If the values of the environmental variables are
finalized or the traveler expresses a desire for termination, the algorithm will stop. It is also
worth noting that the implementation of the algorithm does not have to completely contain all the
components of the algorithm. For example, the example simulation in Chapter 6 was focused on
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data analysis, not for route recommendation so that the simulation did not include the modules
for monitoring the change of environmental variables and for optimization.

Figure 3.15. General MCW algorithm
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4.0

RELATED WORKS

In this chapter, four areas of related works are described in the four sub-sections: (4.1) multimodal network data model, (4.2) multi-criteria routing, (4.3) public transit and MMT planning,
and (4.4) transportation simulation. Each sub-section is related to topics and/or parts of MMTMCW as follows. Multi-modal network data model is related to topology between networks
(Section 2.2) and context-aware walking segment (Section 3.3). Multi-criteria routing is related
to multi-criteria optimization (Section 2.3), selection of walking transfer nodes (Section 3.1), and
MCW algorithm (Section 3.5). Public transit and MMT planning is related to topology between
networks (Section 2.2), route computation complexity (Section 3.2), and MCW algorithm
(Section 3.5). Transportation simulation is related to MMT-MCW simulation (Chapter 6).

4.1

MULTI-MODAL NETWORK DATA MODEL

Walking is not only an independent mode of transportation, but it is also used as an intermediate
mode in multi-modal transportation to switch between different vehicular modes such as riding
and driving. This section outlines current multi-modal network data models related to MMTMCW.
A multi-modal network data model represents the real-world

transportation

infrastructures (such as roads, intersections, bus stops, and parking lots) along with their
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geometries, topologies, and properties. Multi-modal network data models have been investigated
in several studies to better capture the properties of transportation infrastructures, as well as to
improve the computing performance of multi-modal networks. Huang et al. (2002) introduced an
object-oriented Geographic Information System (GIS) data model to handle the dynamic nature
of transit systems, particularly for Internet-based trip-planning applications. The entire transit
network and its components are modeled as space-time entities (objects) with start times, end
times, and life spans. With the addition of temporal constraints, only active components (such as
routes that have available transit services) are factored into the network topology, leading to
enhanced network search efficiency. Carlier et al. (2003) presented an architecture for MMT
modeling. They proposed combining multiple uni-modal networks into a multi-modal network,
called a supernetwork. A supernetwork includes the necessary components for the generation of
(route) choice-sets and dynamic traffic assigned to the network. Bielli et al. (2006) proposed a
methodology to combine national and urban networks through a multi-modal hierarchical graph
model. Their goal was to provide a framework to model transportation networks and to address
the algorithmic approach for solving the multi-modal shortest-path problem. They illustrated the
advantages of merging graph concepts and the object-oriented paradigm to describe the existing
multi-modal network data models. The resultant multi-modal network data models try to
improve network computation performance and correctness by including routing and dynamic
properties (such as traffic), but fall short of addressing walking as a transportation choice in the
context of MMT trip planning.
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4.2

MULTI-CRITERIA ROUTING

MCW is a type of multi-criteria routing. Multi-criteria routing research is focused on finding
optimal transportation paths by considering multiple criteria (objectives) simultaneously. Bit et
al. (1992) combined fuzzy set theory and linear multi-criteria programming to address multiobjective transportation problems. Their fuzzy programming approach has been claimed to be
able to address problems with a large number of objectives and to be applicable to both
minimum and maximum optimization problems. Modesti et al. (1998) proposed a utility measure
that takes into account the overall travel expense, travel time, and bus crowded with passengers
on public transport during rush hour. The utility values from the measure are then used as costs
to find optimum paths using Dijkstra's algorithm. Das et al. (1999) proposed a solution to multiobjective transportation problems by expressing objective functions as interval degradation
allowance values and then applying a fuzzy programming technique. Li et al. (2000) introduced a
multi-objective linear programming model for transit itinerary planning and used it in a twophase heuristic algorithm. The first phase is to generate all feasible paths with the objective of
minimizing total travel time. The second phase is to evaluate the feasible paths by taking into
account such decision criteria as number of transfer points, bus headway or frequency, and total
travel expense, among other criteria. However, existing studies do not consider MCW in their
exploration and discussion. For example, they do not suggest whether or not the criteria for
walking and vehicular modes should be taken into account separately or simultaneously. They do
not discuss how criteria related to the selection of transfer locations between walking and
vehicular modes should be considered. Transfer locations are very important as they are used to
define feasible modes of transportation and associated routes.
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4.3

PUBLIC TRANSIT AND MMT PLANNING

Walking is inherent in public transit as it usually requires on-foot accessible locations where
travelers get on/off transit vehicles (such as bus). Walking is also used to connect between
different public transits. Current public transit and MMT planning only use walking to fulfill a
public transit trip where walking is usually minimized. Karimi et al. (2004) developed an
Internet-based application for bus route planning with minimum number of bus-to-bus transfers.
Rehrl et al. (2007) designed a mobile application that provides personalized multi-modal trip
planning, navigation assistance for transferring between buildings, and pedestrian routes in
outdoors. Li et al. (2010) introduced a multi-modal trip planning system that incorporated realtime transit data into park-and-ride recommendations. Their system uses a prediction model
(based on the regression analysis and historical data) to estimate the real-time arrival time.
Tsolkas et al. (2012) described an architecture for a personalized mobile application and a multimodal dynamic routing algorithm which takes into account real-time traffic information and
individual routing preferences.

4.4 NEIGHBORHOOD WALKABILITY

Some studies explored walking for recreation and health. Leslie et al. (2005) and Cerin et al.
(2008) investigated participants’ perceptions of walkability to the participants’ neighborhood
areas. Frank et al. (2006) evaluated the association between a walkability index (incorporating
land use mix, street connectivity, residential density, and retail floor area ratios) with healthrelated outcomes (physical activity, body mass index, and air pollutants). Leslie et al. (2007)
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proposed an objective approach to assess walkability of cities by using spatial data (such as road
network and transit stops). Forsyth & Southworth (2008) discussed the relationship between
walkability and urban design. Smith et al. (2008) explored logistic regressions of a number of
established predictors and body mass index, and found that levels of walkability have an inverse
relationship with the risks of excess weight. Weinstein et al. (2008) reported a survey of
pedestrian trips to transit focused on trip lengths and route choices. Brown et al. (2009)
compared and reported relationships between body mass index and four types of diversity
measures: equal distributions of walkable land use categories, distances to parks and transit
stops, walk to work measures and neighborhood housing ages, and land use categories. Van
Dyck et al. (2009) studied the differences in physical activity between adults living in high
versus low walkable neighborhoods. Marshall et al. (2009) evaluated interactions between
neighborhood walkability and air pollution exposure. Frank et al. (2010) developed a
methodology to compute walkability index of a neighborhood built environment. Carr et al.
(2010) explored the relationship between Walk ScoreTM (www.walkscore.com) and
objective/subjective measures of the physical activity environment for a number of areas in
Rhode Island State, USA. Duncann et al. (2011) extended the Walk ScoreTM to support multiple
buffer distances and validated the Walk ScoreTM for four US metropolitan areas. King et al.
(2011) explored the relationship between neighborhood design and health factors specifically
related to older adults.
Neighborhood walkability studies mainly focus on trips in which origins and
destinations are close within walkable distance; they do not address MCW as part of MMT.
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4.5

TRANSPORTATION SIMULATION

Transportation simulation is another area related to this research. TRANSIMS is an open-source
software package that is used to simulate and study regional transportation systems (Smith et al.
1995). It can be used to simulate travelers and their uses of multi-modal transportation, based on
synthetic populations and their activities. A sample implementation of multi-modal
transportation using TRANSIMS was presented by Nagel (2001). The process starts with
generation of a plan for individuals (expressing where and when people do their activities), and
then runs the simulation to simulate traffic representing people traveling in multi-modal
transportation networks, based on the generated plan.
There are other software tools besides TRANSIMS that can simulate transportation
activities. Krajzewicz et al. (2002) developed an open-source multi-modal microscopic traffic
simulation software called SUMO (Simulation of Urban MObility). Traffic flow is simulated
microscopically, such that every vehicle moving within the network is modeled independently
and has a certain location and speed. DynaMIT (Milkovits et al. 2010) is another traffic
simulation software tool designed for real-time traffic simulation analysis. The software tool can
be used to estimate the current state of transportation network based on real-time traffic collected
by traffic sensors simulate installed on real-world road networks, and can also be used to predict
future states of the transportation network. CORSIM is another well-known traffic simulation
software package, with claims of a solid foundation of traffic engineering modeling and analysis
capabilities (Owen and McHale 2000).
Existing transportation simulations and software packages are mainly focused on
analyzing behaviors of travelers in vehicles, including the traffic generated by the users
themselves. The simulation software packages outlined above are designed for transportation
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engineers or urban planners to help them analyze road traffic and make decision about and
developing transportation systems. The simulation in this dissertation can help transportation
engineers improve the MMT needs of travelers and help urban planners analyze the built
environment and design transportation friendly urban cities. The simulation can also help end
users (travelers) in planning trips by considering walking as the primary choice in the context of
MCW. Software developers can utilize the results of various MMT-MCW simulations to develop
new wayfinding and navigation services or integrate the MMT-MCW simulation modules with
existing wayfinding and navigation services to provide personalized routes.
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5.0

A PROTOTYPE MMT-MCW SERVICE

This section discusses a prototype implementation of MMT-MCW real-time mode. The
implementation was focused on a wayfinding service for promoting physical activity called
Route2Health. Route2Health (Karimi and Socharoentum, 2014) recommends walking sessions,
if feasible, for any trip. By taking as input origin, destination, and traveler’s individual
conditions, Route2Health recommends a sequence of transportation modes along with specific
details about each mode that is most optimal (personalized). This chapter is organized as follows.
A general implementation guideline is discussed in Section 5.1. Routeth2Health and its
algorithm are described in Section 5.2 and Section 5.3. Routeth2Health implementation and
example results are discussed in Section 5.4.

5.1

A GENERAL IMPLEMENTATION GUIDELINE

The implementation guideline discussed in this section is generalized so that it fits with any
MMT-MCW based application. The later sections mainly focus on a particular application,
Route2Health, and rely on the general implementation guideline.
MMT-MCW can be implemented as a service with the following capabilities. First,
MMT-MCW service should support both uni-modal transportation and multi-modal
transportation in which if walking is feasible for uni-modal transportation, it will be selected as
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the most desirable mode. Second, MMT-MCW service should be able to provide solutions
where, as time passes, changes in the variables that affect the initial solutions are continuously
monitored and in case of significant changes, the initial solutions are updated. Figure 3.15 shows
the architecture of MMT-MCW service, which has seven components: (1) a walking transfer
selector; (2) an candidate vehicular route generator; (3) an candidate walking route generator; (4)
a route combiner; (5) a route evaluator; (6) an objective function normalizer; and (7) a multicriteria optimizer.
The walking transfer selector is the component that takes as input origin-destination (OD)
and the estimated walking distance upon which the walking transfer selector would identify a
number of feasible walking transfer nodes. Then, based on the OD and the identified walking
transfer nodes, candidate walking routes and candidate vehicular routes are computed by the
candidate walking route generator and the candidate vehicular route generator, respectively. The
candidate routes of the two modes are then combined into a complete candidate route by the
route combiner. All the candidate routes are evaluated by the route evaluator by using the
objective functions that are formulated with respect to traveler’s criteria. The route evaluator also
monitors environmental variables (such as traffic and weather conditions) and updates its outputs
(route scores) as those variables change. In the objective function normalizer, the route scores are
normalized so that route scores from different contexts (objective functions) can be combined
into a single value. The normalized route scores are then optimized by the multi-criteria
optimizer to obtain the final solution (the optimal route).
The origin, the destination, and the walking transfer nodes are used by the candidate
walking route generator and the candidate vehicular route generator to compute the candidate
routes, such that they cover most of the feasible routes. “Feasible route” is a reference to a route
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that is not longer than a pre-defined distance threshold for the related mode of interest. With this,
walking routes that are longer than reasonable walking distance would be disregarded. The
overall value of reasonable walking distance should be more flexible (longer) than that of the
individual acceptable walking distance. Similarly, driving routes longer than a certain percentage
of the Euclidean distance between the origin and the destination might be considered infeasible
(the true distance should be investigated for practical implementation). A longer distance
threshold would logically lead to a larger number of feasible candidate routes. Distance is used
because it is the most fundamental and universal property and does not change over context and
time.

Figure 5.1. MMT-MCW service architecture
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As discussed in Section 3.2, the number of route computations for all possible trip
scenarios is very large. As part of MMT-MCW service, route computation must be programmed
to be performed frequently to compute candidate routes for all possible trip scenarios when
environmental variables and/or traveler’s criteria change. To enhance the route computation
performance, the architecture includes two iteration loops: the criteria loop and the weight factor
loop. The criteria loop is formed by an external entity (the traveler), the route evaluator, and the
objective function normalizer. The weight factor loop is formed by the traveler and the multicriteria optimizer. The criteria loop is introduced to separate the traveler’s criteria customization
(adding, updating, or removing) from the candidate route computations, thus, candidate route
computations are only required one time for an OD pair. The candidate routes should cover most
of the feasible routes (as described above), and when the traveler customizes the criteria (with no
changes on OD), the route evaluator can perform route evaluation on the same set of candidate
routes. Based on the fact that changes to the weight factors only impact the optimization score
and not the route scores, the weight factor loop is included to separate weight factor
customization from criteria customization. If no traveler criteria are added, it is not necessary to
update the route scores and the normalization. If a criterion is removed, its weight factor will be
set to zero and the optimization score must be recomputed. Therefore, travelers may change the
weight factors multiple times to find the most desirable routing solutions without influencing the
computation of the route scores.
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5.2

ROUTE2HEALTH

Walking is an essential mode of transportation, independent of vehicles or parking locations, and
does not rely on specific service routes or schedules. Roads in urban and residential areas usually
include sidewalks to connect building entrances and other locations that can be reached on foot.
Walking plays an important role in multi-modal transportation planning. For example, when a
person drives from home (origin) to another location (destination), walking may be required
between a parking lot and the location of destination. In the case of public transit, walking may
be from an origin to a particular transit stop, from a transit stop to the destination, and between
transit stops.
Besides serving as a transportation mode, walking can offer interesting and desired
benefits to travelers. For example, walking is considered as a physical activity that can be
performed by many people regardless of geographic locations. It is recommended by the United
States Department of Health and Human Services (1996) that moderate intense activities such as
30 minutes of brisk walking can lead to health benefits in adults. Numerous studies (e.g., see
Sallis et al. 2004; Besser et al. 2005; Edwards 2008; and MacDonald et al. 2010) suggest that
walking should be promoted as part of daily public transportation to prevent or mitigate various
health conditions such as heart disease and obesity. Morabia et al. (2010) conducted a study and
found that switching from private car to public transportation when commuting to work
increased energy expenditure (more than 124 kilocalories/day) which is equivalent to the loss of
1 pound of body fat per 6 weeks. In an analysis of cross-sectional health and travel data at
country, state, and city levels, Pucher et al. (2010) found negative relationships between active
travel (waking and cycling) and self-reported obesity and negative relationships between active
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travels and diabetes. As a national agenda, walking is also promoted in Healthy People 2020 7
project which sets a goal to increase walking by at least 10%.
There is considerable variability in walking. For example, some people usually choose to
walk up to a certain threshold, beyond which they will turn to other means of transportation. The
threshold varies according to individual characteristics, e.g., weight, gender, behavior, health,
and age. Younger people with good health may be able to walk farther. Older people may prefer
shorter distances, lower uphill slope, and better sidewalk surface conditions than younger people.
For instance, Weinstein et al. (2008) surveyed a group of pedestrians and found that they were
willing to walk an average of half a mile to the rail station, and shortest distance was the most
important factor influencing their route choice. Himann et al. (1988) reported a negative
relationship between age and speed of walking. Sun et al. (1996) found that people’s step lengths
tend to decrease as the declination angle of the walkway surface increases. People who have an
active lifestyle tend to walk faster, longer and more often compared to those who are less active.
For example, a study by Bassett et al. (2008) shows that in Europe, North America, and Australia
obesity rates have a negative correlation with percentage of trips taken by active transportations
(walking, bicycling, and public transit). Malatesta et al. (2009) reported that obese adults tend to
walk slower than adults of healthier weights. Traveler’s behavior must also be taken into
account, for example health conscious and active people may accept longer and more intense
walking routes than others. Given that walking is essential, highly susceptible to individual
differences, and desirable for good health, a new service that can recommend a feasible route for
walking, for any of their regular or new trips is needed and beneficial. Finding optimal walking
routes using multiple conditions through such a service is a challenging task. Current wayfinding

7

http://www.healthypeople.gov/2020/
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services, such as Google Maps, only consider common transportation criteria, for example,
shortest travel time, shortest travel distance, fewest bus transfers, or minimum walking; none of
the existing services takes into account individual physical activity preference.

5.3

ROUTE2HEALTH ALGORITHM

The outcome of Route2Health for each trip is a route, where walking is either the only mode or
one of the two modes of transportation. Based on the special MCW algorithm (Section 3.5), a
new algorithm was developed to compute health optimal walking routes (see Figure 5.2).
The algorithm requires an origin, a destination, body weight, desired walking distance
and speed, and desired mode of transportation (driving or riding). Walking transfer nodes,
located within a desired walking distance, are used for vehicular and walking route computation.
If walking transfer nodes (parking locations or bus stops) are found, the appropriate
transportation mode (driving or riding) is computed. In the absence of walking transfer nodes
that satisfy the requested walking distance, the algorithm computes only walking routes that
connect the origin and the destination. In the current version of the prototype, walking close to
destination is considered. This means that driving-walking refers to driving from origin to a
parking location then walking to the destination, and riding-walking refers to riding (bus) from
origin to a bus stop then walking to the destination.
Once vehicular and walking route components for a trip are computed, the results
(walking routes and vehicular routes) are combined to form multi-modal routes to link origin,
walking transfer nodes, and destination, where the number of walking transfer nodes indicates
the total number of candidate walking routes. For each candidate walking route, Equation (3.6) is
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used to estimate the calories burn for walking. Regarding the equation, slope of each segment of
a walking route is estimated by using elevation data from high-resolution Digital Elevation
Model (DEM). Walking speed is provided by the traveler, or could be calculated based on
walking route distance and estimated time of walking. Finally, route geometry, travel distance,
travel time, and estimated calories burn of the optimal routes are presented to the traveler.

Figure 5.2. Route2Health algorithm
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5.4

PROTOTYPE AND RESULTS

Route2Health is based on several external data and services (listed in Table 5.1) for its
computation. Google Directions API is used to compute vehicular routes and walking routes.
Google Directions API provides up to three candidate routes (other numbers would be possible)
to a routing request. Google Elevation API is used to retrieve elevations along the walking route
to calculate slope of walking segments. Google Places API is used to search for parking lots and
bus stops.

Table 5.1. External data and services used by Route2Health.

Information retrieved
Base map
Street address of a location
Parking lot and bus stop locations
Driving and riding routes
Walking routes
Elevations along walking route

Services
Google Maps API
Google Geocoding API
Google Places API
Google Directions API
Google Directions API
Google Elevation API

A web-based wayfinding service was developed to demonstrate the Route2Health
concept. The service’s interface (Figure 5.3) features two panels: map panel (the left panel) and
input panel (the right panel). Through the input panel, the traveler specifies profile and
preferences including body weight, walking speed, walking distance limit (round trip), and
preferred transportation modes (i.e., driving-walking or riding-walking). If the traveler does not
specify walking speed, the service will calculate one based on the walking route distance and
time, both retrieved from Google Directions Service. Based on walking distance limit, either
parking locations or bus stops (depending on the preferred mode) within a walking distance limit
will be selected (using the buffering method discussed in Section 3.1.1) and used for candidate
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route computation. Once all parameters are included, candidate routes (up to 20 in the current
version of the prototype) are computed and listed. For each candidate route, a link to detailed
information, such as travel distance, travel time, and estimated calories burn, is provided.
Figure 5.4 shows two optimal driving-walking routes (P1 and P2) and Figure 5.5 shows
two riding-walking routes (P3 and P4) between origin (A) and destination (B). The travel
distance, travel time, and estimated calories burn for each route are summarized in Table 5.2. In
these examples, the round trip walking distance limit is set to 3.0 miles (around 1.5 miles each
way). For driving-walking, P2 contains a better one-way walking distance than P1 (1.45 miles
versus 1.14 miles) and requires only one minute longer than P1 (44.6 minutes versus 45.5
minutes) to travel. For riding-walking, P3 and P4 require almost the same total travel time (75.0
minutes and 75.8 minutes), but P3 can help burn 170 kilocalories for 1.58 miles walking distance
which is much better than P4 which helps burn 111 kilocalories for 1.09 miles.
Another scenario is when the origin and destination are close to each other. Figure 5.6
shows a traveler’s request for a riding-walking route (with walking distance limit set at 3.0
miles), but since Route2Health found that the walking route is only 1.2 miles long, the walking
route is recommended instead of a riding-walking route.
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Figure 5.3. Route2Health user interface

Parking lot

P2
P1

Parking lot

Figure 5.4. Driving-walking routes from A to B
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P4
P3
Bus stop

Figure 5.5. Riding-walking routes from A to B

Figure 5.6. Walking route for a destination close to origin
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Figure 5.7. Multiple candidate parking lots in the downtown Pittsburgh area
Table 5.2. Candidate routes summary

Route Mode
Drive
P1
Walk
Total
Drive
P2
Walk
Total
Ride
P3
Walk
Total
Ride
P4
Walk
Total

Distance (miles)
5.90
1.14
7.04
5.73
1.45
7.18
5.19
1.58
6.77
5.97
1.09
7.06

Duration (minutes)
15.2
29.4
44.6
13.4
32.1
45.5
36.9
38.1
75.0
50.9
24.9
75.8

Calories burn (kilocalories)
N/A
131
131
N/A
143
143
N/A
170
170
N/A
111
111

When a destination is located within a downtown area (which usually has a high road
density and a large number of parking lots), a large number of candidate driving-walking routes
would be expected. However, in a hilly area, like downtown in Pittsburgh, the computed
candidate routes are not very different. In Figure 5.7, there are 16 parking lots suggested by
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Route2Health, but the walking routes from the 16 parking lots merge into only three routes close
to the destination which is located in downtown Pittsburgh. The reason for this may be alluded to
the fact that the walking routes, computed by Google Directions Service, are chosen based on
their flatness. The background terrain map in Figure 5.7 shows least variation in elevation on the
routes in the north-east direction. The flat walking routes seem to be reasonable in general, but,
as discussed in the previous section, some people may prefer more challenging (hilly) routes than
flat routes. The example also confirms the claim that existing routing services do not support the
concept of Route2Health.
For driving-walking, when the destination is close to an area with a large number of
parking location options (such as a downtown area), the selected parking locations may spatially
cluster together within the area. Figure 5.8 (upper map) shows an example of the aforementioned
scenario. One problem with clustered parking lots is the possibility of computing impractical
routes. In Figure 5.8 (lower map), the parking lots cluster on one side of the river, while the
origin and destination are both located on the other side. This means that regardless of the routes
the traveler chooses, the traveler must drives from the origin to the other side of the river, park
the car, and then crosses the river on foot to destination. Similar situations also happen with bus
stops. In Figure 5.9, as the area of interest has a large number of bus stops, most of the candidate
bus stops linearly cluster just right next to each other on the same road. From the traveler’s
perspective, the linear sequence of bus stops represents the same riding route. The two examples
(Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9) support the claim (discussed in Section 3.1) that walking transfer
node plays an important role in multi-modal transportation trip planning.
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Figure 5.8. Parking lots clustered in a downtown area

Figure 5.9. Clusters of selected bus stops along roads
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6.0

MMT-MCW SIMULATION

This section presents an implementation of MMT-MCW simulation mode. Route finding
scenarios for some cities in the United States were simulated for which relevant data from
various sources were retrieved. The chapter is structured as follows. In the first two sections, an
origin-destination selection methodology and a study area selection methodology for MMTMCW simulation are described. In the third section, the inputs, data and the set of parameters
used in the simulation are outlined. Simulation results are discussed in the final section.

6.1

ORIGIN AND DESTINATION SELECTION METHODOLOGY

Origin and destination in a routing request influence all major components of a trip including
transportation modes and routes. This section discusses three methods to simulate origins and
destinations: (1) random selection in Euclidean space; (2) selection with rectangular grid; and (3)
random selection among points of interest (POI). In the first method, geographic coordinates are
randomly selected within the study area, see Figure 6.1 (left). In the second method, a particular
distance interval is used to create a rectangular grid, and then geographic coordinates are selected
using the grid, see Figure 6.1 (middle). In the third method, origins and destinations are
randomly selected from POIs (such as hotels, office buildings, and household addresses), see
Figure 6.1 (right). The pros and cons of each method are summarized in Table 6.1. The third
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method is the only method that considers the spatial distribution of POIs which are common
destinations. Since the results that most reflect common trips in cities were sought, the third
method was used for the simulation.

Table 6.1. Pros and cons of different methods for origin/destination selection

Method

Pros
Cons
1. All geographic coordinates are
1. Does not consider the spatial distribution
treated equally
of POIs which are common destinations
Random 2. No extra thematic maps/data
2. Categorization for origin and destination
selection in
required
is not possible since semantic of positions
Euclidean 3. Number of selected geographic
are not considered
space
coordinates can be controlled, e.g., 3. Some selected geographic coordinates
randomly selecting 100 points
may not be meaningful such as those
located in the river
1. Selected positions are evenly
1. Does not consider the spatial distribution
distributed
of POIs which are common destinations
2. Point spacing can be controlled and 2. Categorization for origin and destination
Rectangular
customized to fit best with study
is not possible since semantic of positions
Grid
areas (e.g., smaller spacing for
are not considered
urban area and larger spacing for
rural area)
1. Consider the spatial distribution of 1. Require extra thematic maps/data such as
POIs which are common
POI positions
destinations
2. Selected positions are influenced by
2. Typical destinations (i.e., POI) are
spatial distribution of the thematic
Random
selected
maps/data such that some regions of the
POIs
3. Specific locations can be filtered
study area are not covered
(e.g., only bank locations are taken) 3. The reliability of selected positions
to explore specific type of POIs
depends on the quality (correctness and
completeness) of the thematic maps/data
used
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Figure 6.1. Random selection in Euclidean space (left), Rectangular grid selection (middle), and Random POI
selection (right)

6.2

STUDY AREA SELECTION

Several cities within the United States were used in the simulation. Twelve cities were selected
based on three attributes: population, body mass index (BMI), and elevation range. The US
Office of Management and Budget uses population to define a statistical area. A statistical area
contains one or more cities (and/or counties) and can be classified as metropolitan (high-density
population) or micropolitan (low-density population). Metropolitan has population greater than
50,000 and micropolitan has population between 10,000 and 50,000. The Center for Disease
Control and Prevention’s (CDC; http://www.cdc.gov/) definitions and categories were
considered for normal weight (18.5<BMI<24.9) and obese (BMI>30.0) where individual’s BMI
is calculated by dividing the individual’s weight (kilogram) by the square of the individual’s
height (meter); BMI=weight/(height)2. BMI statistics are from the year 2012 provided by the
CDC (for details, refer to Appendix B). Elevation range was classified into hilly (elevation range
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100 meters) and flat (elevation range  50 meters); elevation range = max. elevation - min.
elevation, and elevations of 100 randomly selected positions within the city of interest were used
to calculate the elevation range. The two threshold values (50 and 100 meters) were chosen for
separating between hilly and flat terrains. For detailed statistics of the elevations, refer to
Appendix A. The purpose of using the three attributes (population, BMI, and elevation range) is
also to explore their influence on walking routes and walking transfer nodes.
To select cities for the simulation, statistical areas were ranked (in descending order)
based on the BMI statistics (percentage of normal weight and obese people). To have strong
representatives for each BMI category, priority in city selection is determined by their rank; a
higher rank has a higher priority. To cover more number of states, if the second city is located in
the same state as the first then the next available that is located in a different state will be used
instead. The selected cities are shown in Figure 6.2. Figure 6.3 shows the maximum, minimum,
and average elevations of the selected cities, and the following abbreviations are used:
Micropolitan (Mi), Metropolitan (Me), Obese (O), Normal weight (N), Hilly (H), and Flat (F).
There are six possible combinations based on the three mentioned attributes, and up to two cities
were selected for each combination.
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Figure 6.2. City and State selected for each category
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Figure 6.3. Maximum, minimum, and average elevations of the selected cities
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6.3

DATA, PROGRAMS, AND SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Driving-walking and riding-walking using MMT-MCW were simulated. A driving-walking trip
usually comprises (in sequence) driving, parking, and then walking, and the return trip is usually
in the reverse sequence. Unlike driving-walking, travellers do not have to begin with vehicular
mode in riding-walking trips. A trip may start by walking from origin to a nearby bus stop then
taking bus to destination. Walking can also be in the middle connecting two different bus routes,
and the return trip can be in any sequence. For simplicity, the return trips were not considered in
the simulation, and walking was assumed as the mode to connect the walking transfer nodes and
the destination. The vehicular route computation between origin and walking transfer node was
not considered since it is not the MMT-MCW’s main contribution. Accordingly, walking transfer
nodes and walking routes were the focus in the simulation. Data associated with MCW included
parking lots, bus stops, walking routes, sidewalk slopes, and POIs. A number of external
programs were used for route and geometrical computations. A set of parameters for various
travellers’ characteristics was assumed. The details of data, programs, and parameters are
described below.
The desired walking distance between walking transfer node and destination was
assumed to be one kilometer. POI locations were selected from OpenStreetMap (Benner and
Karimi, 2013), and 100 destinations within each city were randomly selected (if the number of
POI of the city is less than 100, all the POIs are used). For detailed locations and distributions of
the selected POIs, refer to Appendix C. A buffer (inner radius: 0.5 kilometer; outer radius: 1.5
kilometer) around the destinations was created to identify suitable parking lots and suitable bus
stops. For each destination, up to 20 parking lots within a buffer were selected as walking
transfer nodes (note that 20 here is an arbitrary number). Bus stops and bus routes data were
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collected from Google Transit Feed Specification (http://www.gtfs-data-exchange.com/). For
each suitable parking lot and bus stop, up to three candidate walking routes were generated
(ordered by their travel time). Parking lot locations and walking routes were retrieved from
Google Places API and Google Directions API, respectively. Once all candidate routes were
computed, elevation of points along the walking route of interest is retrieved from Google
Elevation API, and then Equation (3.6) and Equation (3.7) were used to find calories burn for
each candidate walking route. Walking surface roughness was also calculated using elevations.
Walking surface roughness refers to the standard deviation of elevations along an entire walking
route. The standard deviation of a flat walking route is zero, and the higher value of walking
surface roughness refers to higher variation of elevations along the walking route. To simulate
multiple traveller’s characteristics, four body weights (60, 80, 100, and 120 kilograms) and three
walking speeds (60, 80, and 100 meters/minute) were used. Tables 6.2 and 6.3 summarize the
data, external programs, and parameters used.

Table 6.2. Data, external programs, and purposes

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Data/Computation
POI
Parking lot locations
Bus stop locations
Bus routes
Walking route computation
Elevation information

Sources
OpenStreetMap
Google Places API
General Transit Feed
Specification
Google Directions API
Google Elevation API
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Purposes
Destination selection
Walking transfer nodes selection
Walking transfer nodes selection
Find number of available bus routes
Compute walking routes
Compute slope along walking
routes

Table 6.3. Simulation parameters

Parameter Names
Values
Units
1. Desired walking distance
1.0 kilometer
2. Inner radius
0.5 kilometer
3. Outer radius
1.5 kilometer
4. Maximum number of suitable parking lot locations
20
5. Maximum number of suitable bus stop locations
No limit
6. Body weight trial values
60, 80, 100, 120
kilogram
7. Walking speed trial values
60, 80, 100 meters/minute

6.4

SIMULATION RESULTS

The simulation results are related to four entities: suitable parking lots, suitable bus stops,
walking routes that connect parking lots and destination (PK routes), and walking routes that
connect bus stops and destinations (BS routes). The buffering method discussed in Section 3.1.1
was used to identify suitable parking lots and suitable bus stops such that suitable parking lots
and suitable bus stops are the parking lots and bus stops that are located within a buffer (inner
radius: 0.5 kilometer; outer radius: 1.5 kilometer) around each destination. Results associated
with suitable parking lots and acceptable PK routes are available for all twelve cities. Results
associated with suitable bus stops and acceptable BS routes are only available for two cities (San
Francisco and Santa Clara) which were the only two cities (among the selected cities) that
publish their transit data. The acceptable PK and BS routes refer to PK and BS routes that have
their distance fall within 0.9 and 1.1 kilometers (10% of the 1 kilometer desired walking
distance). Based on these four entities, result discussions are separated into three sub-sections:
(6.4.1) suitable parking lots and acceptable PK routes, (6.4.2) suitable bus stops and acceptable
BS routes, and (6.4.3) acceptable PK routes vs acceptable BS routes.
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6.4.1 Suitable Parking lots and Acceptable PK Routes

Figure 6.4 shows the selected cities (on x-axis), the numbers of destinations (on y-axis), and the
counts of destinations that have suitable parking lots (on Y-axis). The following abbreviations
are used in the figure: Micropolitan (Mi), Metropolitan (Me), Obese (O), Normal weight (N),
Hilly (H), and Flat (F). Most cities in metropolitan areas have a large number of destinations
with suitable parking lots except Bossier (1 out of 72) and McAllen (4 out of 99). Four cities
(Barre, Kappa, Scottsbluff, and Bossier) have zero or only one destination with at least one
suitable parking lot, which are considered outliers and excluded from the analysis. From the
figure, both obese and normal weight groups fall within cities with both small and large number
of destinations with suitable parking lots. This indicates that there is no obvious separation
between the two groups with respect to the number of destinations.

Number of destinations of the selected cities
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Figure 6.4. Number of destinations and the counts of destinations that have  1 suitable parking lots.
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Figure 6.5. Comparisons of attributes between the selected cities

Figure 6.5 shows maximum, minimum, and average of calories burn (upper left), of
walking surface roughness (upper right), of number of suitable parking lots (lower left), and of
number of acceptable PK routes (lower right). On the x-axis of the two upper graphs in Figure
6.5, the first four cities are hilly and the latter four are flat. The graphs indicate that hilly cities
have wider ranges of both calories burn and walking surface roughness since they are directly
related to elevation ranges of the hilly cities. An interesting observation is that most cities
(except Boulder) in the left figure have a similar average calories burn regardless of the elevation
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range. Although Boulder has a similar walking surface roughness compared to other hilly cities,
its average calories burn is significantly higher than the others. This indicates that walking routes
in Boulder is more efficient for burning calories. Regarding average number of suitable parking
lots (Figure 6.5, lower left) and the associated PK routes (Figure 6.5, lower right), San Francisco
has the highest value for both (11.16 suitable parking lots and 7.2 acceptable PK routes in
average). The graphs also show that San Francisco has the largest range on both attributes, which
is reasonable for a city with dense population where transportation infrastructures are usually
dense. Note that San Francisco is the 13th most populous city in the United States (US Census,
2010).
Figure 6.6 shows spatial distribution of destinations for the top five cities (Augusta,
Boulder, San Francisco, Santa Clara, and St. Petersburg) with respect to the range of number of
suitable parking lots. The destinations are classified into two groups: (1) destinations that have at
least one suitable parking lot (circle shape) and (2) destinations that have no suitable parking lots
(triangle shape). Augusta has obvious spatial separation between the two groups (located in the
lower and upper region). Santa Clara, Boulder and St. Petersburg have both groups scattering
across their area. Most destinations in San Francisco have at least one parking lot.
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.

Figure 6.6. Destination distributions and parking lots availability

Figure 6.7 shows spatial distribution of destinations that have acceptable PK routes.
Destinations in Augusta and Santa Clara have a very small number (between 1 and 3) of
acceptable PK routes. St. Petersburg reveals a road (north-south direction) that has destinations
with a high number of acceptable PK routes. The destinations in Boulder spatially spread across
the city and do not show an explicit pattern. San Francisco has most of its destinations with a
large number of acceptable PK routes. Most destinations in San Francisco cluster together in the
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north-east region of the city because most of the POIs (which are used as destinations) in San
Francisco are also located in the north-east region.

Figure 6.7. Destination distributions with number of acceptable PK routes

Figure 6.8 shows averages calories burn of the acceptable PK routes grouped by
destinations. Each map has legends showing the minimum and maximum values with circle
sizes. All the cities (except Boulder) have their average and maximum value lower than 200.
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Figure 6.8. Destination distributions with calories burn for acceptable PK routes

This sub-section discusses and compares suitable parking lots and acceptable PK routes in
five cities: Augusta, Boulder, San Francisco, Santa Clara, and St. Petersburg. San Francisco has
the highest average numbers for both suitable parking lots, 11.16, and acceptable PK routes, 7.2.
With similar walking distance and time, Boulder offers the best environment in terms of calories
burn. Augusta has a high amount of calories burn only for destinations within the city’s inner
area which has dense road network. Even though Santa Clara is classified as a metropolitan city,
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it does not provide a large number of suitable parking lots. Santa Clara has 1.70 suitable parking
lots on average, while Augusta (a micropolitan city) has 1.54.

6.4.2 Suitable Bus Stops and Acceptable BS Routes

Figure 6.9 shows spatial distribution of destinations in San Francisco and Santa Clara. The
destinations are classified into two groups: (1) destinations that have suitable bus stops (circle
shape) and (2) destinations that have no suitable bus stops (triangle shape). According to Figure
6.9 (left), there is a clear distinction between the two groups in San Francisco. The first group
densely clusters within the north-east region of the city, while the second group is surrounding
the first group. All of the destinations in Santa Clara have at least one suitable bus stop.
Figure 6.10 shows spatial distribution of destinations with number of suitable bus stops.
None of the destinations in San Francisco has more than four suitable bus stops, while the
destinations in Santa Clara have much larger number of suitable bus stops. Figure 6.11 shows
spatial distribution of destinations with number of acceptable BS routes. None of the destinations
in San Francisco has more than five acceptable BS routes, while the destinations in Santa Clara
have wider range of number of acceptable BS routes. Most destinations with large number of
acceptable BS routes in Santa Clara cluster within the inner region of the city. A counter intuitive
observation is that despite denser road network (which imply more road segment connections
and route choices), the destinations in San Francisco still have fewer number of acceptable BS
routes compared to Santa Clara. Average number of BS routes is 2.41 for San Francisco and is
9.29 for Santa Clara. Note that destinations that do not have an acceptable BS route were not
included in calculating the averages. An interesting observation related to suitable bus stops and
acceptable BS routes in Santa Clara is that destinations in the lower region of the city have larger
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number of bus stops but have less number of BS routes, while destinations in the upper region
have the opposite behavior.
Figure 6.12 shows spatial distribution of destinations with number of bus routes. All
destinations that have a suitable bus stop in San Francisco have four bus routes. Two and
seventeen are the minimum and maximum numbers of bus routes for destinations in Santa Clara,
and destinations in the northern region tend to have larger number of bus routes than the others.

Figure 6.9. Suitable bus stops availability
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Figure 6.10. Number of suitable bus stops

Figure 6.11. Number of acceptable BS routes
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Figure 6.12. Number of bus routes

This sub-section discusses and compares suitable bus stops and acceptable BS routes in
San Francisco and Santa Clara. Only destinations in the north-east region of San Francisco have
suitable bus stops, while all destinations in Santa Clara have suitable bus stops. Assuming a
direct relationship between road and sidewalk densities, San Francisco which has a denser road
network should also provide a higher average number of BS routes, however, the results show
otherwise. This indicates that road network density does not necessarily correlate with the
number of acceptable BS routes.

6.4.3 Acceptable PK Routes VS Acceptable BS Routes

Figures 6.13 and 6.14 show the comparisons between acceptable PK routes and acceptable BS
routes in San Francisco and Santa Clara which were the only two cities (among the selected
cities) that publish their transit data. Each bar graph represents maximum, minimum, and average
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values. In San Francisco, the PK routes have higher average values than the BS routes, while, in
Santa Clara, the opposite behavior is revealed. This indicates that PK routes and BS routes are
not necessarily correlated. Considering walking surface roughness, BS routes in San Francisco
have narrower range than PK routes, meaning that BS routes are generally flatter than PK routes.
This can be inferred that the acceptable BS routes are available mostly in the flat areas. However,
an interesting observation is that BS routes in Santa Clara show opposite behavior such that PK
routes are flatter than BS routes. It should also be noted that both PK and BS routes in San
Francisco have much larger walking surface roughness (by around 10 times) than their
counterparts in Santa Clara, meaning that PK and BS routes in Santa Clara are much flatter. A
counter intuitive observation from calories bar graphs in both Figures 6.13 and 6.14 is that
despite different elevation range (San Francisco: Hilly; Santa Clara: Flat) and large different
walking surface roughness, both PK and BS routes in San Francisco still have average calories
close to their counterparts in Santa Clara (120 calories for PK routes; 140 calories for BS
routes). This is because the amount of calories burn was estimated using the same walking speed
(60 meters/minute) in both cities. Therefore, despite the close amounts of estimated calories
burn, walking routes in San Francisco help burn more calories within the same period of time
when compared to the walking routes in Santa Clara.
Figures 6.15 and 6.16 show the spatial distribution of destinations and the spatial
coverage of PK and BS routes in San Francisco and Santa Clara overlaid on the cities’ road
network. The maps indicate the inverse behavior between the two cities such that PK routes have
more coverage than BS routes in San Francisco, and vice versa for Santa Clara. Figure 6.17
shows the comparisons of destination distributions with number of acceptable PK and BS routes.
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Figure 6.13. Comparisons between PK routes and BS routes for San Francisco
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Figure 6.15. San Francisco: PK routes (left) and BS routes (right)

Figure 6.16. Santa Clara: PK routes (left) and BS routes (right)
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Figure 6.17. Comparisons between destination distributions with number of acceptable PK and BS routes

In this sub-section, PK routes and BS routes of San Francisco and Santa Clara are
compared. The results show that PK routes and BS routes are not necessarily correlated. For
driving-walking mode, San Francisco has much more parking lots and acceptable PK routes than
Santa Clara. For riding-walking mode, Santa Clara has much more bus stops and acceptable BS
routes than San Francisco. Both PK and BS routes in San Francisco have much larger walking
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surface roughness (by around 10 times) than their counterparts in Santa Clara, meaning that PK
and BS routes in San Francisco have much higher elevation variation.
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7.0

SUMMARY, SHORTCOMING, AND FUTURE RESEARCH

In this dissertation, MMT-MCW is proposed as a new wayfinding option that provides multimodal transportation routes with optimal walking components by considering various criteria. In
MMT-MCW, walking is always one mode of transportation and is optimized based on traveler’s
characteristics and criteria. The MMT-MCW concept, foundation, and algorithms are presented.
MMT-MCW can be used in two wayfinding modes: real-time mode and simulation mode. Realtime mode is used when routes are planned for immediate trips. In this mode, all candidate routes
are found and one that best satisfies the environmental and individual criteria is recommended.
Simulation mode is for evaluating routes based on scenarios that include environmental and
individual criteria, preferences, and characteristics. We have shown that each wayfinding mode
can be implemented differently for different purposes. One way of implementing the real-time
mode is as a new wayfinding service for individuals interested in finding routes that include
walking mode of transportation, and one example (Route2Health) is discussed in this
dissertation. An example implementation of the simulation mode, also presented and discussed in
this dissertation, is a simulation for evaluating cities for different purposes including walkability.
While this dissertation has established the foundation of MMT-MCW and provided
some insights into how the MMMT-MCW concept may be used, there are limitations at various
levels (theoretical, model, and implementation). Most important of these limitations are:
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The context-aware walking segment technique is only suitable for non-continuous
attributes (such as elevation) and is not suitable for continuous attributes (such as air and
noise pollutions); non-continuous attributes cannot easily be used to determine turning
points.



The walking transfer nodes selection methods do not differentiate between the bus stops
located on different sides of a road. This means that all the bus stops on a road, en route
to and away from the destination, are considered in finding optimal routes.



The current prototype and simulation rely on vehicular routes, walking routes, and
parking lot locations retrieved through Google’s APIs. If Google modifies or terminates
its APIs, the prototype and simulation will not work.



The current prototype and simulation rely on Google Directions API and since Google
does not disclose the routing algorithm and parameters it uses in its services, developers
are not able to adjust routing criteria (such as shortest or fastest).
As far as future research, below is a list of some initial research ideas based on the

findings in this dissertation that could be addressed:


Investigating and developing other MCW optimization algorithms for travelers such as
people with disabilities (e.g., wheelchair users and people who are blind or visually
impaired), people with special physical conditions (e.g., aging and joint problems), and
people with health conditions (e.g., an individual who must be less exposed to air
pollution or sun light).
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Investigating and developing a predictive MMT-MCW methodology that allows route
request well in advance and can monitor the recommended route up to minutes before the
route is taken and update the recommendation based on changes of environmental and
individual factors.



Investigating and developing methodologies and algorithms for incorporating MMTMCW, both modes, into a social navigation network system, such as SoNavNet (Karimi
et al. 2009). MMT-MCW in SoNavNet allows sharing and exchanging multi-modal
transportation route experiences among its members.



Investigating and developing a MMT-MCW simulation platform that can be used for
different purposes and applications such as those described above.



Investigating and developing MMT-MCW, both modes, on clouds.
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APPENDIX A: STATISTICS ON ELEVATION OF THE CITIES USED IN MMT-MCW
SIMULATION

Table A.1. Statistics on elevation of the cities used in MMT-MCW simulation

City
Augusta, ME
Barre, VT
Bossier City, LA
Boulder, CO
Kapaa, HI
Lewiston, ME
Lumberton, NC
McAllen, TX
Santa Clara, CA
San Francisco, CA
Scottsbluff, NE
St. Petersburgh, FL

Max.
131.54
354.13
64.51
1,901.37
265.57
145.24
45.47
46.89
49.33
171.17
1,207.97
15.35

Elevation statistics (meters)
Average
Min.
SD
Range
68.92
20.13
20.65 111.41
237.56
178.25
43.40 175.88
50.58
44.71
2.41
19.8
1,642.92 1,567.37
66.02
334
91.77
0.15
61.08 265.42
76.36
32.87
20.73 112.37
39.23
32.42
3.33
13.05
34.23
24.27
3.92
22.62
19.21
3.55
12.40
45.78
6.41
-87.96
41.31 259.13
1,186.50 1,179.47
6.17
28.5
0.3425
-10.63
5.75
25.98
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Type
Hilly
Hilly
Flat
Hilly
Hilly
Hilly
Flat
Flat
Flat
Hilly
Flat
Flat

APPENDIX B: BMI STATISTICS FROM CENTER FOR DISEASE CONTROL

Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC; http://www.cdc.gov/) classifies BMI into four
ranges

for

adults:

underweight

(BMI<18.5),

normal

(18.5<BMI<24.9),

overweight

(25.0<BMI<29.9), and obese (BMI>30.0). The statistics of BMI that were used in MMT-MCW
simulation

were

retrieved

from

CDC’s

website;

http://apps.nccd.cdc.gov/BRFSS-

SMART/SelMMSAPrevData.asp. The statistics were for the year 2012 which is the latest
available by the time of retrieval. This appendix shows two tables containing top 25 statistical
areas based on the percentages of normal weight and obese people, respectively.
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Table B.1. Top 25 normal weight statistical areas

Metropolitan/Micropolitan Area

%
Underweight

Boulder, CO Metropolitan Statistical Area
San Jose-Sunnyvale-Santa Clara, CA
Metropolitan Statistical Area
Kapaa, HI Micropolitan Statistical Area
San Francisco-San Mateo-Redwood City, CA
Logan, UT-ID Metropolitan Statistical Area
Fort Collins-Loveland, CO Metropolitan
Statistical Area
Provo-Orem, UT Metropolitan Statistical Area
Bellingham, WA Metropolitan Statistical Area
Santa Fe, NM Metropolitan Statistical Area
Barnstable Town, MA Metropolitan Statistical
Area
Colorado Springs, CO Metropolitan Statistical
Area
Denver-Aurora, CO Metropolitan Statistical
Area
Atlantic City, NJ Metropolitan Statistical Area
Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater, FL
Metropolitan Statistical Area
Urban Honolulu, HI Metropolitan Statistical
Area
Boston, MA Metropolitan Division
Silver Spring-Frederick-Rockville, MD
Metropolitan Division
Cambridge-Newton-Framingham, MA
Metropolitan Division
Fairbanks, AK Metropolitan Statistical Area
Hilo, HI Micropolitan Statistical Area
Asheville, NC Metropolitan Statistical Area
Barre, VT Micropolitan Statistical Area
Kahului-Wailuku, HI Micropolitan Statistical
Area
Salt Lake City, UT Metropolitan Statistical
Area

N/A
N/A
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%
%
%
Normal
Overweight Obese
Weight
50.6
31.5
14.8
49.8
33
15.9

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

48.1
48.1
47.2
46

27.9
30.6
31.3
32.7

21
19.1
18.7
18.3

1.5
N/A
2.2
N/A

44.5
43.9
43.2
43

31.5
33.2
37
37.2

22.4
20.5
17.6
18

2.2

42.3

34.4

21.1

2.4

42

35.5

20.1

N/A
N/A

41.8
41.3

30.1
32.5

26.5
25.1

2.9

41.3

32

23.8

2.6
1.9

41.2
41.2

35.1
35.8

21.1
21.1

2.3

40.6

37.1

20.1

N/A
1.7
N/A
N/A
2.6

40.5
40.2
40.2
40.1
40

35.9
33.3
39.3
36
36.1

23.5
24.9
19.4
23.1
21.3

2.1

39.7

34

24.3

Table B.2. Top 25 obese statistical areas

Metropolitan/Micropolitan Area

%
Underweight

McAllen-Edinburg-Mission, TX Metropolitan
Statistical Area
Scottsbluff, NE Micropolitan Statistical Area
Lumberton, NC Micropolitan Statistical Area
Shreveport-Bossier City, LA Metropolitan
Statistical Area
Sioux City, IA-NE-SD Metropolitan Statistical
Area
Baton Rouge, LA Metropolitan Statistical Area
Huntington-Ashland, WV-KY-OH Metropolitan
Statistical Area
Memphis, TN-MS-AR Metropolitan Statistical
Area
Tuscaloosa, AL Metropolitan Statistical Area
Hagerstown-Martinsburg, MD-WV Metropolitan
Statistical Area
Birmingham-Hoover, AL Metropolitan
Statistical Area
Topeka, KS Metropolitan Statistical Area
Detroit-Livonia-Dearborn, MI Metropolitan
Division
Mobile, AL Metropolitan Statistical Area
Laconia, NH Micropolitan Statistical Area
Augusta-Waterville, ME Micropolitan Statistical
Area
Lewiston-Auburn, ME Metropolitan Statistical
Area
Vineland-Millville-Bridgeton, NJ Metropolitan
Statistical Area
Jackson, MS Metropolitan Statistical Area
Sayre, PA Micropolitan Statistical Area
Fort Wayne, IN Metropolitan Statistical Area
Harrisburg-Carlisle, PA Metropolitan Statistical
Area
Montgomery, AL Metropolitan Statistical Area
Grand Island, NE Micropolitan Statistical Area

N/A
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%
%
%
Normal
Overweight Obese
Weight
23.1
31.2
44.5

N/A
N/A
N/A

25.6
23.8
27.3

34.4
32.5
33.3

39.2
38.8
38.5

N/A

27.4

34.9

35.9

N/A
1.7

29.8
30

33.1
33.2

35.6
35.1

N/A

30.3

33.6

35.1

N/A
N/A

31.2
27

33.4
36.8

34.8
34.4

1

31.3

33.4

34.3

2
1.2

29.2
32.1

34.5
32.5

34.3
34.2

N/A
N/A
N/A

30.5
34.2
27.7

34
30.2
38

34.2
34
33.7

N/A

30.8

33.5

33.7

N/A

26.3

38.8

33.7

N/A
0.9
N/A
N/A

31.9
24.6
34.3
31.3

33.5
40.8
30.7
34.1

33.6
33.6
33.5
33.2

N/A
N/A

31
30

34.4
35.2

33.2
33.1

APPENDIX C: DESTINATIONS IN AND TOPOGRAPHY OF THE CITIES USED IN
MMT-MCW SIMULATION

Figure C.1. Destinations in and topography of Augusta, ME
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Figure C.2. Destinations in and topography of Barre, VT
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Figure C.3. Destinations in and topography of Bossier, LA
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Figure C.4. Destinations in and topography of Boulder, CO
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Figure C.5. Destinations in and topography of Kapaa, HI
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Figure C.6. Destinations in and topography of Lewiston, ME
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Figure C.7. Destinations in and topography of Lumberton, NC
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Figure C.8. Destinations in and topography of McAllen, TX
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Figure C.9. Destinations in and topography of San Francisco, CA
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Figure C.10. Destinations in and topography of Santa Clara, CA
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Figure C.11. Destinations in and topography of Scottsbluff, NE
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Figure C.12. Destinations in and topography of St. Petersburgh, FL
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